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SECTION ONE
FOUNDATIONAL ELEMENTS
What is a Project?
A project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result.
 Unique product, service, or result.
 Projects are undertaken to fulfill objectives by producing deliverables.
 An objective is defined as an outcome toward which work is to be directed, a strategic position to be
attained, a purpose to be achieved, a result to be obtained, a product to be produced, or a service to be
performed.
 A deliverable is defined as any unique and verifiable product, result, or capability to perform a
service that is required to be produced to complete a process, phase, or project. Deliverables may be
tangible
or
intangible.
 Fulfillment of project objectives may produce one or more of the following deliverables:
o A unique product that can be either a component of another item, an enhancement or
correction to an item, or a new end item in itself (e.g., the correction of a defect in an end
item);
o A unique service or a capability to perform a service (e.g., a business function that supports
production
or distribution);
o A unique result, such as an outcome or document (e.g., a research project that develops
knowledge
that
can
be used to determine whether a trend exists or a new process will benefit society); and
o A unique combination of one or more products, services, or results (e.g., a software
application, its associated documentation, and help desk services).
Repetitive elements may be present in some project deliverables and activities. This repetition does not change
the fundamental and unique characteristics of the project work. For example, office buildings can be
constructed with the same or similar materials and by the same or different teams. However, each building
project remains unique in key characteristics (e.g., location, design, environment, situation, people involved).
Projects are undertaken at all organizational levels. A project can involve a single individual or a group. A
project can involve a single organizational unit or multiple organizational units from multiple organizations.
 Examples of projects include but are not limited to:
o Developing a new pharmaceutical compound for market,
o Expanding a tour guide service,
o Merging two organizations,
o Improving a business process within an organization,
o Acquiring and installing a new computer hardware system for use in an organization,
o Exploring for oil in a region,
o Modifying a computer software program used in an organization,
o Conducting research to develop a new manufacturing process, and
o Constructing a building.
 Temporary endeavor.
The temporary nature of projects indicates that a project has a definite beginning and end. Temporary
does not necessarily mean a project has a short duration. The end of the project is reached when one or
more of the following is true:
o The project’s objectives have been achieved;
o The objectives will not or cannot be met;
o Funding is exhausted or no longer available for allocation to the project;
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o

o
o

The need for the project no longer exists (e.g., the customer no longer wants the project
completed, a change in strategy or priority ends the project, the organizational management
provides direction to end the project);
The human or physical resources are no longer available; or
The project is terminated for legal cause or convenience.

Projects are temporary, but their deliverables may exist beyond the end of the project. Projects
may produce deliverables of a social, economic, material, or environmental nature. For example, a
project to build a national monument will create a deliverable expected to last for centuries.
 Projects drive change.
Projects drive change in organizations. From a business perspective, a project is aimed at moving an
organization from one state to another state in order to achieve a specific objective.
Before the project begins, the organization is commonly referred to as being in the current state. The
desired result of the change driven by the project is described as the future state.
For some projects, this may involve creating a transition state where multiple steps are made along a
continuum to achieve the future state. The successful completion of a project results in the
organization moving to the future state and achieving the specific objective.
 Projects enable business value creation.
PMI defines business value as the net quantifiable benefit derived from a business endeavor. The
benefit may be tangible, intangible, or both. In business analysis, business value is considered the
return, in the form of elements such as time, money, goods, or intangibles in return for something
exchanged.
Business value in projects refers to the benefit that the results of a specific project provide to its
stakeholders. The benefit from projects may be tangible, intangible, or both.
 Examples of tangible elements include: Monetary assets, Stockholder equity, Utility, Fixtures,
Tools, and Market share.
 Examples of intangible elements include: Goodwill, Brand recognition, Public benefit, Trademarks,
Strategic alignment, and Reputation.
Project Initiation Context.
Organizational leaders initiate projects in response to factors acting upon their organizations. There
are four fundamental categories for these factors, which illustrate the context of a project;
o Meet regulatory, legal, or social requirements;
o Satisfy stakeholder requests or needs;
o Implement or change business or technological strategies; and
o Create, improve, or fix products, processes, or services.
What Is Project Management
Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities to meet
the project requirements. Project management is accomplished through the appropriate application and
integration of the project management processes identified for the project. Project management enables
organizations to execute projects effectively and efficiently.
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Managing a project typically includes:
•
•
•

Identifying requirements,
Addressing the various needs, concerns, and expectations of the stakeholders as the project is planned
and carried out,
Balancing the competing project constraints including, but not limited to: Scope, Quality, Schedule,
Budget, Resources, and Risk.

Because of the potential for change, the project management plan is iterative and goes through progressive
elaboration throughout the project’s life cycle. Progressive elaboration involves continuously improving and
detailing a plan as more-detailed and specific information and more accurate estimates become available.
Progressive elaboration allows a project management team to manage to a greater level of detail as the project
evolves.
Importance Of Project Management
Effective project management helps individuals, groups, and public and private organizations to:













Meet business objectives;
Satisfy stakeholder expectations;
Be more predictable;
Increase chances of success;
Deliver the right products at the right time;
Resolve problems and issues;
Respond to risks in a timely manner;
Optimize the use of organizational resources;
Identify, recover, or terminate failing projects;
Manage constraints (e.g., scope, quality, schedule, costs, resources);
Balance the influence of constraints on the project (e.g., increased scope may increase cost or
schedule); and
Manage change in a better manner

Poorly managed projects or the absence of project management may result in:









Missed deadlines,
Cost overruns,
Poor quality,
Rework,
Uncontrolled expansion of the project,
Loss of reputation for the organization,
Unsatisfied stakeholders, and
Failure in achieving the objectives for which the project was undertaken.

Projects are a key way to create value and benefits in organizations. In today’s business environment,
organizational leaders need to be able to manage with tighter budgets, shorter timelines, scarcity of resources,
and rapidly changing technology. The business environment is dynamic with an accelerating rate of change. To
remain competitive in the world economy, companies are embracing project management to consistently
deliver business value.
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Effective and efficient project management should be considered a strategic competency within organizations.
It enables organizations to:





Tie project results to business goals,
Compete more effectively in their markets,
Sustain the organization, and
Respond to the impact of business environment changes on projects by appropriately adjusting project
management plans.

Relationship of Project, Program, Portfolio, And Operations Management
Program Management
A Program is defined as a group of related projects managed in a coordinated way to obtain benefits and
control not available from managing them individually. Programs may include elements of related work
outside the scope of the discrete projects in the program. A project may or may not be part of a program but a
program will always have projects.
Program management is defined as the application of knowledge, skills, and principles to a program to
achieve the program objectives and to obtain benefits and control not available by managing program
components individually.
A program component refers to projects and other programs within a program. Project management focuses on
interdependencies within a project to determine the optimal approach for managing the project.
Program management focuses on the interdependencies between projects, and between projects and the
program level to determine the optimal approach for managing them.
Actions related to these program and project-level interdependencies may include:










Aligning with the organizational or strategic direction that affects program and project goals and
objectives;
Allocating the program scope into program components;
Managing interdependencies among the components of the program to best serve the program;
Managing program risks that may impact multiple projects in the program;
Resolving constraints and conflicts that affect multiple projects within the program;
Resolving issues between component projects and the program level;
Managing change requests within a shared governance framework;
Allocating budgets across multiple projects within the program; and
Assuring benefits realization from the program and component projects.

An example of a program is a new communications satellite system with projects for the design and
construction of the satellite and the ground stations, the launch of the satellite, and the integration of the
system.
Portfolio Management
A portfolio is defined as projects, programs, subsidiary portfolios, and operations managed as a group to
achieve strategic objectives.
Portfolio management is defined as the centralized management of one or more portfolios to achieve strategic
objectives.
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The programs or projects of the portfolio may not necessarily be interdependent or directly related. The aim of
portfolio management is to:







Guide organizational investment decisions.
Select the optimal mix of programs and projects to meet strategic objectives.
Provide decision-making transparency.
Prioritize team and physical resource allocation.
Increase the likelihood of realizing the desired return on investment.
Centralize the management of the aggregate risk profile of all components.

Portfolio management also confirms that the portfolio is consistent with and aligned with organizational
strategies. Maximizing the value of the portfolio requires careful examination of the components that comprise
the portfolio. Components are prioritized so that those contributing the most to the organization’s strategic
objectives have the required financial, team, and physical resources.
For example, an infrastructure organization that has the strategic objective of maximizing the return on its
investments may put together a portfolio that includes a mix of projects in oil and gas, power, water, roads,
rail, and airports. From this mix, the organization may choose to manage related projects as one portfolio. All
of the power projects may be grouped together as a power portfolio. Similarly, all of the water projects may be
grouped together as a water portfolio. However, when the organization has projects in designing and
constructing a power plant and then operates the power plant to generate energy, those related projects can be
grouped in one program. Thus, the power program and similar water program become integral components of
the portfolio of the infrastructure organization.
Operations Management
Operations management is an area that is outside the scope of formal project management as described in this
course. Operations management is concerned with the ongoing production of goods and/or services. It ensures
that business operations continue efficiently by using the optimal resources needed to meet customer demands.
It is concerned with managing processes that transform inputs (e.g., materials, components, energy, and labor)
into outputs (e.g., products, goods, and/or services).
Operations And Project Management
Operations are an organizational function performing the ongoing execution of activities that produce the same
product or provide a repetitive service. Examples include: production operations, manufacturing operations,
and accounting operations. Though temporary in nature, projects can help achieve the organizational goals
when they are aligned with the organization’s strategy. Organizations sometimes change their operations,
products, or systems by creating strategic business initiatives. Projects require project management while
operations require business process management or operations management.

Changes in business or organizational operations may be the focus of a project—especially when there are
substantial changes to business operations as a result of a new product or service delivery. Ongoing operations
are outside of the scope of a project; however, there are intersecting points where the two areas cross.
Projects can intersect with operations at various points during the product life cycle, such as;





When developing a new product, upgrading a product, or expanding outputs;
While improving operations or the product development process;
At the end of the product life cycle; and
At each closeout phase.
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At each point, deliverables and knowledge are transferred between the project and operations for
implementation of the delivered work. This implementation occurs through a transfer of project resources or
knowledge to operations or through a transfer of operational resources to the project.
Organizational Project Management (OPM) And Strategies
Portfolios, programs, and projects are aligned with or driven by organizational strategies and differ in the way
each contributes to the achievement of strategic goals:




Portfolio management aligns portfolios with organizational strategies by selecting the right programs
or projects, prioritizing the work, and providing the needed resources.
Program management harmonizes its program components and controls interdependencies in order to
realize specified benefits.
Project management enables the achievement of organizational goals and objectives.

Within portfolios or programs, projects are a means of achieving organizational goals and objectives. This is
often accomplished in the context of a strategic plan that is the primary factor guiding investments in projects.
Alignment with the organization’s strategic business goals can be achieved through the systematic
management of portfolios, programs, and projects through the application of organizational project
management (OPM). OPM is defined as a framework in which portfolio, program, and project management
are integrated with organizational enablers in order to achieve strategic objectives.
The purpose of OPM is to ensure that the organization undertakes the right projects and allocates critical
resources appropriately. OPM also helps to ensure that all levels in the organization understand the strategic
vision, the initiatives that support the vision, the objectives, and the deliverables.
Project And Development Life Cycles
A project life cycle is the series of phases that a project passes through from its start to its completion. It
provides the basic framework for managing the project. This basic framework applies regardless of the specific
project work involved. The phases may be sequential, iterative, or overlapping.
Project life cycles can be predictive or adaptive. Within a project life cycle, there are generally one or more
phases that are associated with the development of the product, service, or result. These are called a
development life cycle.
Development life cycles can be predictive, iterative, incremental, adaptive, or a hybrid model:










In a predictive life cycle, the project scope, time, and cost are determined in the early phases of the
life cycle. Any changes to the scope are carefully managed. Predictive life cycles may also be referred
to as waterfall life cycles.
In an iterative life cycle, the project scope is generally determined early in the project life cycle, but
time and cost estimates are routinely modified as the project team’s understanding of the product
increases. Iterations develop the product through a series of repeated cycles, while increments
successively add to the functionality of the product.
In an incremental life cycle, the deliverable is produced through a series of iterations that
successively add functionality within a predetermined time frame. The deliverable contains the
necessary and sufficient capability to be considered complete only after the final iteration.
Adaptive life cycles are agile, iterative, or incremental. The detailed scope is defined and approved
before the start of an iteration. Adaptive life cycles are also referred to as agile or change-driven life
cycles.
A hybrid life cycle is a combination of a predictive and an adaptive life cycle. Those elements of the
project that are well known or have fixed requirements follow a predictive development life cycle, and
those elements that are still evolving follow an adaptive development life cycle.
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It is up to the project management team to determine the best life cycle for each project. The project life cycle
needs to be flexible enough to deal with the variety of factors included in the project. Life cycle flexibility may
be accomplished by:




Identifying the process or processes needed to be performed in each phase,
Performing the process or processes identified in the appropriate phase,
Adjusting the various attributes of a phase (e.g., name, duration, exit criteria, and entrance criteria).

Project life cycles are independent of product life cycles, which may be produced by a project. A product life
cycle is the series of phases that represent the evolution of a product, from concept through delivery, growth,
maturity, and to retirement.
Project Phase
A project phase is a collection of logically related project activities that culminates in the completion of one or
more deliverables. The phases in a life cycle can be described by a variety of attributes. Attributes may be
measurable and unique to a specific phase.
Attributes may include but are not limited to:







Name (e.g., Phase A, Phase B, Phase 1, Phase 2, proposal phase),
Number (e.g., three phases in the project, five phases in the project),
Duration (e.g., 1 week, 1 month, 1 quarter),
Resource requirements (e.g., people, buildings, equipment),
Entrance criteria for a project to move into that phase (e.g., specified approvals documented, specified
documents completed), and
Exit criteria for a project to complete a phase (e.g., documented approvals, completed documents,
completed deliverables).

Projects may be separated into distinct phases or subcomponents. These phases or subcomponents are
generally given names that indicate the type of work done in that phase. Examples of phase names include but
are not limited to: Concept development, Feasibility study, Customer requirements, Solution development,
Design, Prototype, Build, Test, Transition, Commissioning, Milestone review, and Lessons learned.
The project phases may be established based on various factors including, but not limited to: Management
needs; Nature of the project; Unique characteristics of the organization, industry, or technology; Project
elements including, but not limited to, technology, engineering, business, process, or legal; and Decision
points (e.g., funding, project go/no-go, and milestone review).
Using multiple phases may provide better insight to managing the project. It also provides an opportunity to
assess the project performance and take necessary corrective or preventive actions in subsequent phases. A key
component used with project phases is the phase review.
Phase-to-Phase Relationships
When projects are multi-phased, the phases are part of a generally sequential process designed to ensure proper
control of the project and attain the desired product, service, or result. However, there are situations when a
project might benefit from overlapping or concurrent phases.
There are three basic types of phase-to-phase relationships:
• A sequential relationship, where a phase can only start once the previous phase is complete.
• An overlapping relationship, where the phase starts prior to completion of the previous one. This can
sometimes be applied as an example of the schedule compression technique
called fast tracking. Overlapping phases may increase risk and can result in rework if a subsequent phase
progresses before accurate information is available from the previous phase.
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• An iterative relationship, where only one phase is planned at any given time and the planning for the next is
carried out as work progresses on the current phase and deliverables.

Phase Gate
A phase gate, is held at the end of a phase. The project’s performance and progress are compared to project
and business documents including but not limited to: Project business case, Project charter, Project
management plan and Benefits management plan.
A decision (e.g., go/no-go decision) is made as a result of this comparison to: Continue to the next phase,
Continue to the next phase with modification, End the project, Remain in the phase, or Repeat the phase or
elements of it.
Depending on the organization, industry, or type of work, phase gates may be referred to by other terms such
as, phase review, stage gate, kill point, and phase entrance or phase exit. Organizations may use these reviews
to examine other pertinent items which are beyond the scope of this guide, such as product-related documents
or models.
Project Management Processes
The project life cycle is managed by executing a series of project management activities known as project
management processes. Every project management process produces one or more outputs from one or more
inputs by using appropriate project management tools and techniques. The output can be a deliverable or an
outcome. Outcomes are an end result of a process. Project management processes apply globally across
industries. Project management processes are logically linked by the outputs they produce. Processes may
contain overlapping activities that occur throughout the project.
The output of one process generally results in either: An input to another process, or A deliverable of the
project or project phase.
The number of process iterations and interactions between processes varies based on the needs of the project.
Processes generally fall into one of three categories:





Processes used once or at predefined points in the project. The processes Develop Project Charter and
Close Project or Phase are examples.
Processes that are performed periodically as needed. The process Acquire Resources is performed as
resources are needed. The process Conduct Procurements is performed prior to needing the procured
item.
Processes that are performed continuously throughout the project. The process Define Activities may
occur throughout the project life cycle, especially if the project uses rolling wave planning or an
adaptive development approach. Many of the monitoring and control processes are ongoing from the
start of the project, until it is closed out.

Project management is accomplished through the appropriate application and integration of logically
grouped project management processes.
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Project Management Process Groups
A Project Management Process Group is a logical grouping of project management processes to achieve
specific project objectives. Process Groups are independent of project phases.
Project management processes are grouped into the following five Project Management Process Groups:








Initiating Process Group. Those processes performed to define a new project or a new phase of
an existing project by obtaining authorization to start the project or phase.
Planning Process Group. Those processes required to establish the scope of the project, refine
the objectives, and define the course of action required to attain the objectives that the project was
undertaken to achieve.
Executing Process Group. Those processes performed to complete the work defined in the
project management plan to satisfy the project requirements.
Monitoring and Controlling Process Group. Those processes required to track, review, and
regulate the progress and performance of the project; identify any areas in which changes to the
plan are required; and initiate the corresponding changes.
Closing Process Group. Those processes performed to formally complete or close the project,
phase, or contract. Process flow diagrams are used throughout this guide. The project
management processes are linked by specific inputs and outputs where the result or outcome of
one process may become the input to another process that is not necessarily in the same Process
Group. Note that Process Groups are not the same as project phases.

Project Management Knowledge Areas
In addition to Process Groups, processes are also categorized by Knowledge Areas. A Knowledge Area is an
identified area of project management defined by its knowledge requirements and described in terms of its
component processes, practices, inputs, outputs, tools, and techniques. Although the Knowledge Areas are
interrelated, they are defined separately from the project management perspective.
The ten Knowledge Areas identified in this guide are used in most projects most of the time. The ten
Knowledge Areas described in the PMBOK guide are:











Project Integration Management. Includes the processes and activities to identify, define, combine,
unify, and coordinate the various processes and project management activities within the Project
Management Process Groups.
Project Scope Management. Includes the processes required to ensure the project includes all the
work required, and only the work required, to complete the project successfully.
Project Schedule Management. Includes the processes required to manage the timely completion of
the project.
Project Cost Management. Includes the processes involved in planning, estimating, budgeting,
financing, funding, managing, and controlling costs so the project can be completed within the
approved budget.
Project Quality Management. Includes the processes for incorporating the organization’s quality
policy regarding planning, managing, and controlling project and product quality requirements, in
order to meet stakeholders’ expectations.
Project Resource Management. Includes the processes to identify, acquire, and manage the resources
needed for the successful completion of the project.
Project Communications Management. Includes the processes required to ensure timely and
appropriate planning, collection, creation, distribution, storage, retrieval, management, control,
monitoring, and ultimate disposition of project information.
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Project Risk Management. Includes the processes of conducting risk management planning,
identification, analysis, response planning, response implementation, and monitoring risk on a project.
Project Procurement Management. Includes the processes necessary to purchase or acquire products,
services, or results needed from outside the project team.
Project Stakeholder Management. Includes the processes required to identify the people, groups, or
organizations that could impact or be impacted by the project, to analyze stakeholder expectations and
their impact on the project, and to develop appropriate management strategies for effectively engaging
stakeholders in project decisions and execution.

The needs of a specific project may require one or more additional Knowledge Areas, for example,
construction may require financial management or safety and health management.
Project Management Data And Information
Throughout the life cycle of a project, a significant amount of data is collected, analyzed, and transformed.
Project data are collected as a result of various processes and are shared within the project team. The
collected data are analyzed in context, aggregated, and transformed to become project information during
various processes. Information is communicated verbally or stored and distributed in various formats as
reports.
Project data are regularly collected and analyzed throughout the project life cycle. The following
definitions identify key terminology regarding project data and information:






Work performance data. The raw observations and measurements identified during activities
performed to carry out the project work. Examples include reported percent of work physically
completed, quality and technical performance measures, start and finish dates of schedule
activities, number of change requests, number of defects, actual costs, actual durations, etc.
Project data are usually recorded in a Project Management Information System (PMIS) and in
project documents.
Work performance information. The performance data collected from various controlling
processes, analyzed in context and integrated based on relationships across areas. Examples of
performance information are status of deliverables, implementation status for change requests,
and forecast estimates to complete.
Work performance reports. The physical or electronic representation of work performance
information compiled in project documents, which is intended to generate decisions or raise
issues, actions, or awareness. Examples include status reports, memos, justifications, information
notes, electronic dashboards, recommendations, and updates.

TAILORING
The selection of appropriate project management processes, inputs, tools, techniques, outputs, and life cycle
phases to manage a project. The project manager collaborates with the project team, sponsor, organizational
management, or some combination thereof, in the tailoring. In some cases, the organization may require
specific project management methodologies be used.
Tailoring is necessary because each project is unique; not every process, tool, technique, input, or output
identified in the PMBOK® Guide is required on every project. Tailoring should address the competing
constraints of scope, schedule, cost, resources, quality, and risk. The importance of each constraint is
different for each project, and the project manager tailors the approach for managing these constraints based on
the project environment, organizational culture, stakeholder needs, and other variables.
In tailoring project management, the project manager should also consider the varying levels of governance
that may be required and within which the project will operate, as well as considering the culture of the
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organization. In addition, consideration of whether the customer of the project is internal or external to the
organization may affect project management tailoring decisions.
Sound project management methodologies take into account the unique nature of projects and allow tailoring,
to some extent, by the project manager. However, the tailoring that is included in the methodology may still
require additional tailoring for a given project.
Project Management Business Documents
The project manager needs to ensure that the project management approach captures the intent of business
documents. These two documents are interdependent and iteratively developed and maintained throughout the
life cycle of the project. The two documents are;
1. Project business case
2. Project benefit management plan.
The project sponsor is generally accountable for the development and maintenance of the project business case
document. The project manager is responsible for providing recommendations and oversight to keep the
project business case, project management plan, project charter, and project benefits management plan success
measures in alignment with one another and with the goals and objectives of the organization.
Project managers should appropriately tailor the noted project management documents for their projects. In
some organizations, the business case and benefits management plan are maintained at the program level.
Project managers should work with the appropriate program managers to ensure the project management
documents are aligned with the program documents.
1. PROJECT BUSINESS CASE
The project business case is a documented economic feasibility study used to establish the validity of the
benefits of a selected component lacking sufficient definition and that is used as a basis for the authorization of
further project management activities. The business case lists the objectives and reasons for project initiation.
It helps measure the project success at the end of the project against the project objectives. The business case is
a project business document that is used throughout the project life cycle. The business case may be used
before the project initiation and may result in a go/no-go decision for the project. A needs assessment often
precedes the business case. The needs assessment involves understanding business goals and objectives, issues,
and opportunities and recommending proposals to address them. The results of the needs assessment may be
summarized in the business case document.
The process of defining the business need, analyzing the situation, making recommendations, and defining
evaluation criteria is applicable to any organization’s projects. A business case may include but is not limited
to documenting the following:
 Business needs:
o Determination of what is prompting the need for action;
o Situational statement documenting the business problem or opportunity to be addressed
including the value to be delivered to the organization;
o Identification of stakeholders affected; and
o Identification of the scope.
 Analysis of the situation:
o Identification of organizational strategies, goals, and objectives;
o Identification of root cause(s) of the problem or main contributors of an opportunity;
o Gap analysis of capabilities needed for the project versus existing capabilities of the
organization;
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o
o
o
o

Identification of known risks;
Identification of critical success factors;
Identification of decision criteria by which the various courses of action may be assessed;
Identification of a set of options to be considered for addressing the business problem or
opportunity. Options are alternative courses of action that may be taken by the organization.
Options may also be described as business scenarios.

Examples of criteria categories used for analysis of a situation are:


Required. This is a criterion that is ―required‖ to be fulfilled to address the problem or
opportunity.

Desired. This is a criterion that is ―desired‖ to be fulfilled to address the problem or
opportunity.

Optional. This is a criterion that is not essential. Fulfillment of this criterion may
become a differentiator between alternative courses of action.
 Recommendation:
o A statement of the recommended option to pursue in the project;
Items to include in the statement may include but are not limited to:
 Analysis results for the potential option;
 Constraints, assumptions, risks, and dependencies for the potential options; and
 Success measures.
o An implementation approach that may include but is not limited to:
 Milestones, um Dependencies, and
 Roles and responsibilities.
 Evaluation:
o Statement describing the plan for measuring benefits the project will deliver. This should
include any ongoing operational aspects of the recommended option beyond initial
implementation.
The business case document provides the basis to measure success and progress throughout the project life
cycle by comparing the results with the objectives and the identified success criteria.
2. PROJECT BENEFITS MANAGEMENT PLAN
The project benefits management plan is the document that describes how and when the benefits of
the project will be delivered, and describes the mechanisms that should be in place to measure those
benefits. A project benefit is defined as an outcome of actions, behaviors, products, services, or results
that provide value to the sponsoring organization as well as to the project’s intended beneficiaries.
Development of the benefits management plan begins early in the project life cycle with the definition of the
target benefits to be realized. The benefits management plan describes key elements of the benefits and may
include but is not limited to documenting the following:







Target benefits (e.g., the expected tangible and intangible value to be gained by the implementation
of the project; financial value is expressed as net present value);
Strategic alignment (e.g., how well the project benefits align to the business strategies of the
organization);
Timeframe for realizing benefits (e.g., benefits by phase, short-term, long-term, and ongoing);
Benefits owner (e.g., the accountable person to monitor, record, and report realized benefits
throughout the timeframe established in the plan);
Metrics (e.g., the measures to be used to show benefits realized, direct measures, and indirect
measures);
Assumptions (e.g., factors expected to be in place or to be in evidence); and
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Risks (e.g., risks for realization of benefits).

Developing the benefits management plan makes use of the data and information documented in the business
case and needs assessment. For example, the cost-benefit analyses recorded in the documents illustrate the
estimate of costs compared to the value of the benefits realized by the project. The benefits management plan
and the project management plan include a description of how the business value resulting from the project
becomes part of the organization’s ongoing operations, including the metrics to be used. The metrics provide
verification of the business value and validation of the project’s success.
Development and maintenance of the project benefits management plan is an iterative activity. This document
complements the business case, project charter, and project management plan. The project manager works with
the sponsor to ensure that the project charter, project management plan, and the benefits management plan
remain in alignment throughout the life cycle of the project.
Project Charter And Project Management Plan
The project charter is defined as a document issued by the project sponsor that formally authorizes the
existence of a project and provides the project manager with the authority to apply organizational resources to
project activities.
The project management plan is defined as the document that describes how the project will be executed,
monitored, and controlled.
PROJECT SUCCESS MEASURES
One of the most common challenges in project management is determining whether or not a project is
successful. Traditionally, the project management metrics of time, cost, scope, and quality have been the most
important factors in defining the success of a project. More recently, practitioners and scholars have
determined that project success should also be measured with consideration toward achievement of the project
objectives. Project stakeholders may have different ideas as to what the successful completion of a project will
look like and which factors are the most important. It is critical to clearly document the project objectives and
to select objectives that are measurable.
Three questions that the key stakeholders and the project manager should answer are:




What does success look like for this project?
How will success be measured?
What factors may impact success?

The answer to these questions should be documented and agreed upon by the key stakeholders and the project
manager. Project success may include additional criteria linked to the organizational strategy and to the
delivery of business results.
These project objectives may include but are not limited to:



Completing the project benefits management plan;
Meeting the agreed-upon financial measures documented in the business case.

These financial measures may include but are not limited to: Net present value (NPV), Return on investment
(ROI), Internal rate of return (IRR), Payback period (PBP), and Benefit-cost ratio (BCR).
Non-financial measures may include but are not limited to; Meeting business case nonfinancial objectives;
Completing movement of an organization from its current state to the desired future state; Fulfilling contract
terms and conditions; Meeting organizational strategy, goals, and objectives; Achieving stakeholder
satisfaction; Acceptable customer/end-user adoption; Integration of deliverables into the organization’s
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operating environment; Achieving agreed-upon quality of delivery; Meeting governance criteria; and
Achieving other agreed-upon success measures or criteria (e.g., process throughput).
The project team needs to be able to assess the project situation, balance the demands, and maintain proactive
communication with stakeholders in order to deliver a successful project.
When the business alignment for a project is constant, the chance for project success greatly increases because
the project remains aligned with the strategic direction of the organization.
It is possible for a project to be successful from a scope/schedule/budget viewpoint, and to be unsuccessful
from a business viewpoint. This can occur when there is a change in the business needs or the market
environment before the project is completed.
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SECTION TWO
THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH PROJECTS OPERATE
Projects exist and operate in environments that may have an influence on them. These influences can have a
favorable or unfavorable impact on the project. Two major categories of influences are enterprise
environmental factors (EEFs) and organizational process assets (OPAs).
EEFs originate from the environment outside of the project and often outside of the enterprise. EEFs may have
an impact at the organizational, portfolio, program, or project level.
OPAs are internal to the organization. These may arise from the organization itself, a portfolio, a program,
another project, or a combination of these.
In addition to EEFs and OPAs, organizational systems play a significant role in the life cycle of the project.
System factors that impact the power, influence, interests, competencies, and political capabilities of the
people to act within the organizational system are discussed further in the section on organizational systems.
Enterprise Environmental Factors
Enterprise environmental factors (EEFs) refer to conditions, not under the control of the project team, that
influence, constrain, or direct the project. These conditions can be internal and/or external to the organization.
EEFs are considered as inputs to many project management processes, specifically for most planning
processes. These factors may enhance or constrain project management options. In addition, these factors may
have a positive or negative influence on the outcome.
EEFS Internal To The Organization
The following EEFs are internal to the organization:
 Organizational culture, structure, and governance. Examples include vision, mission, values, beliefs,
cultural norms, leadership style, hierarchy and authority relationships, organizational style, ethics, and
code of conduct.
 Geographic distribution of facilities and resources. Examples include factory locations, virtual teams,
shared systems, and cloud computing.
 Infrastructure. Examples include existing facilities, equipment, organizational telecommunications
channels, information technology hardware, availability, and capacity.
 Information technology software. Examples include scheduling software tools, configuration
management systems, web interfaces to other online automated systems, and work authorization systems.
 Resource availability. Examples include contracting and purchasing constraints, approved providers and
subcontractors, and collaboration agreements.
 Employee capability. Examples include existing human resources expertise, skills, competencies, and
specialized knowledge.
EEFS External To The Organization
The following EEFs are external to the organization.
 Marketplace conditions. Examples include competitors, market share brand recognition, and
trademarks.
 Social and cultural influences and issues. Examples include political climate, codes of conduct, ethics,
and perceptions.
 Legal restrictions. Examples include country or local laws and regulations related to security, data
protection, business conduct, employment, and procurement.
 Commercial databases. Examples include benchmarking results, standardized cost estimating data,
industry risk study information, and risk databases.
 Academic research. Examples include industry studies, publications, and benchmarking results.
 Government or industry standards. Examples include regulatory agency regulations and standards
related to products, production, environment, quality, and workmanship.
 Financial considerations. Examples include currency exchange rates, interest rates, inflation rates,
tariffs, and geographic location.
 Physical environmental elements. Examples include working conditions, weather, and constraints.
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Organizational Process Assets
Organizational process assets (OPAs) are the plans, processes, policies, procedures, and knowledge bases
specific to and used by the performing organization. These assets influence the management of the project.
OPAs include any artifact, practice, or knowledge from any or all of the performing organizations involved in
the project that can be used to execute or govern the project. The OPAs also include the organization’s lessons
learned from previous projects and historical information. OPAs may include completed schedules, risk data,
and earned value data. OPAs are inputs to many project management processes. Since OPAs are internal to the
organization, the project team members may be able to update and add to the organizational process assets as
necessary throughout the project.
They may be grouped into two categories:
 Processes, policies, and procedures; and
 Organizational knowledge bases.
Processes, Policies, And Procedures
The organization’s processes and procedures for conducting project work include but are not limited to:
 Initiating and Planning:
o Guidelines and criteria for tailoring the organization’s set of standard processes and procedures to
satisfy the specific needs of the project;
o Specific organizational standards such as policies (e.g., human resources policies, health and safety
policies, security and confidentiality policies, quality policies, procurement policies, and
environmental policies);
o Product and project life cycles, and methods and procedures (e.g., project management methods,
estimation metrics, process audits, improvement targets, checklists, and standardized process
definitions for use in the organization);
o Templates (e.g., project management plans, project documents, project registers, report formats,
contract templates, risk categories, risk statement templates, probability and impact definitions,
probability and impact matrices, and stakeholder register templates); and
o Preapproved supplier lists and various types of contractual agreements (e.g., fixed-price, costreimbursable, and time and material contracts).
 Executing, Monitoring, and Controlling:
o Change control procedures, including the steps by which performing organization standards,
policies, plans, and procedures or any project documents will be modified, and how any changes
will be approved and validated;
o Traceability matrices;
o Financial controls procedures (e.g., time reporting, required expenditure and disbursement reviews,
accounting codes, and standard contract provisions);
o Issue and defect management procedures (e.g., defining issue and defect controls, identifying and
resolving issues and defects, and tracking action items);
o Resource availability control and assignment management;
o Organizational communication requirements (e.g., specific communication technology available,
authorized communication media, record retention policies, videoconferencing, collaborative tools,
and security requirements);
o Procedures for prioritizing, approving, and issuing work authorizations;
o Templates (e.g., risk register, issue log, and change log);
o Standardized guidelines, work instructions, proposal evaluation criteria, and performance
measurement criteria; and
o Product, service, or result verification and validation procedures
 Closing.
Project closure guidelines or requirements (e.g., final project audits, project evaluations, deliverable
acceptance, contract closure, resource reassignment, and knowledge transfer to production and/or
operations).
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Organizational Knowledge Repositories
The organizational knowledge repositories for storing and retrieving information include but are not limited to:
o Configuration management knowledge repositories containing the versions of software and hardware
components and baselines of all performing organization standards, policies, procedures, and any
project documents;
o Financial data repositories containing information such as labor hours, incurred costs, budgets, and
any project cost overruns;
o Historical information and lessons learned knowledge repositories (e.g., project records and
documents, all project closure information and documentation, information regarding both the results
of previous project selection decisions and previous project performance information, and
information from risk management activities);
o Issue and defect management data repositories containing issue and defect status, control information,
issue and defect resolution, and action item results;
o Data repositories for metrics used to collect and make available measurement data on processes and
products; and
o Project files from previous projects (e.g., scope, cost, schedule, and performance measurement
baselines, project calendars, project schedule network diagrams, risk registers, risk reports, and
stakeholder registers).
Organizational Systems
Projects operate within the constraints imposed by the organization through their structure and governance
framework. To operate effectively and efficiently, the project manager needs to understand where
responsibility, accountability, and authority reside within the organization. This understanding will help the
project manager effectively use his or her power, influence, competence, leadership, and political capabilities
to successfully complete the project.
The interaction of multiple factors within an individual organization creates a unique system that impacts the
project operating in that system. The resulting organizational system determines the power, influence, interests,
competence, and political capabilities of the people who are able to act within the system. The system factors
include but are not limited to:
o Management elements,
o Governance frameworks, and
o Organizational structure types.
A system is a collection of various components that together can produce results not obtainable by the
individual components alone. A component is an identifiable element within the project or organization that
provides a particular function or group of related functions. The interaction of the various system components
creates the organizational culture and capabilities.
There are several principles regarding systems:
o Systems are dynamic,
o Systems can be optimized,
o System components can be optimized,
o Systems and their components cannot be optimized at the same time, and
o Systems are nonlinear in responsiveness (a change in the input does not produce a predictable change
in the output).
Multiple changes may occur within the system and between the system and its environment. When these
changes take place, adaptive behavior occurs within the components that in turn add to the system’s dynamics.
The system’s dynamics are defined by the interaction between the components based on the relationships and
dependencies that exist between the components.
Systems are typically the responsibility of an organization’s management. The organization’s management
examines the optimization trade-offs between the components and the system in order to take the appropriate
action to achieve the best outcomes for the organization. The results of this examination will impact the project
under consideration. Therefore, it is important that the project manager take these results into account when
determining how to fulfill the project’s objectives. In addition, the project manager should take into account
the organization’s governance framework.
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Organizational Governance Frameworks
Governance refers to organizational or structural arrangements at all levels of an organization designed to
determine and influence the behavior of the organization’s members.
The concept of governance is multidimensional and:
o Includes consideration of people, roles, structures, and policies; and
o Requires providing direction and oversight through data and feedback.
Governance Framework
Governance is the framework within which authority is exercised in organizations. This framework includes
but is not limited to:
o Rules,
o Policies,
o Procedures,
o Norms,
o Relationships,
o Systems, and
o Processes.
This framework influences how:
o Objectives of the organization are set and achieved,
o Risk is monitored and assessed, and
o Performance is optimized.
Governance Of Portfolios, Programs, And Projects
The Governance of Portfolios, Programs, and Projects describes a common governance framework aligning
organizational project management (OPM) and portfolio, program, and project management.
The practice guide describes four governance domains of alignment, risk, performance, and communications.
Each domain has the following functions: oversight, control, integration, and decision making. Each function
has governance supporting processes and activities for stand-alone projects, or projects operating within the
portfolio or program environments.
Project governance refers to the framework, functions, and processes that guide project management activities
in order to create a unique product, service, or result to meet organizational, strategic, and operational goals.
There is no one governance framework that is effective in all organizations. A governance framework should
be tailored to the organizational culture, types of projects, and the needs of the organization in order to be
effective.
Management Elements
Management elements are the components that comprise the key functions or principles of general
management in the organization. The general management elements are allocated within the organization
according to its governance framework and the organizational structure type selected.
The key functions or principles of management include but are not limited to:
o Division of work using specialized skills and availability to perform work;
o Authority given to perform work;
o Responsibility to perform work appropriately assigned based on such attributes as skill and
experience;
o Discipline of action (e.g., respect for authority, people, and rules);
o Unity of command (e.g., only one person gives orders for any action or activity to an individual);
o Unity of direction (e.g., one plan and one head for a group of activities with the same objective);
o General goals of the organization take precedence over individual goals;
o Paid fairly for work performed;
o Optimal use of resources;
o Clear communication channels;
o Right materials to the right person for the right job at the right time;
o Fair and equal treatment of people in the workplace;
o Clear security of work positions;
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o
o
o

Safety of people in the workplace;
Open contribution to planning and execution by each person; and
Optimal morale.

Performance of these management elements are assigned to selected individuals within the organization. These
individuals may perform the noted functions within various organizational structures. For example, in a
hierarchical structure, there are horizontal and vertical levels within the organization. These hierarchical levels
range from the line management level through to the executive management level. The responsibility,
accountability, and authority assigned to the hierarchical level indicate how the individual may perform the
noted function within that organizational structure.
Organizational Structure Types
Determination of the appropriate organizational structure type is a result of the study of tradeoffs between two
key variables. The variables are the organizational structure types available for use and how to optimize them
for a given organization. There is not a one-size-fits-all structure for any given organization. The final structure
for a given organization is unique due to the numerous variables to be considered.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Organic or Simple: Flexible; people working side-by-side
Functional (centralized): Job being done (e.g., engineering, manufacturing)
Multi-divisional (may replicate functions for each division with little centralization): One of: product;
production processes; portfolio; program; geographic region; customer type.
Matrix – strong: By job function, with project manager as a function
Matrix – weak: job function
Matrix – balanced: Job function
Project-oriented (composite, hybrid): Project
Virtual: Network structure with nodes at points of contact with other people
Hybrid: Network structure with nodes at points of contact with other people
PMO: Mix of other types

Factors In Organization Structure Selection
Each organization considers numerous factors for inclusion in its organizational structure. Each factor may
carry a different level of importance in the final analysis. The combination of the factor, its value, and relative
importance provides the organization’s decision makers with the right information for inclusion in the analysis.
Factors to consider in selecting an organizational structure include but are not limited to:
o Degree of alignment with organizational objectives,
o Specialization capabilities,
o Span of control, efficiency, and effectiveness,
o Clear path for escalation of decisions,
o Clear line and scope of authority,
o Delegation capabilities,
o Accountability assignment,
o Responsibility assignment,
o Adaptability of design,
o Simplicity of design,
o Efficiency of performance,
o Cost considerations,
o Physical locations (e.g., co-located, regional, and virtual), and
o Clear communication (e.g., policies, status of work, and organization’s vision).
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Project Management Office
A project management office (PMO) is an organizational structure that standardizes the project-related
governance processes and facilitates the sharing of resources, methodologies, tools, and techniques. The
responsibilities of a PMO can range from providing project management support functions to the direct
management of one or more projects.
There are several types of PMOs in organizations. Each type varies in the degree of control and influence it has
on projects within the organization, such as:
Supportive: Supportive PMOs provide a consultative role to projects by supplying templates, best practices,
training, access to information, and lessons learned from other projects. This type of PMO serves as a project
repository. The degree of control provided by the PMO is low.
Controlling: Controlling PMOs provide support and require compliance through various means. The degree of
control provided by the PMO is moderate. Compliance may involve: Adoption of project management
frameworks or methodologies; Use of specific templates, forms, and tools; and Conformance to governance
frameworks.
Directive: Directive PMOs take control of the projects by directly managing the projects. Project managers are
assigned by and report to the PMO. The degree of control provided by the PMO is high.
The project management office may have organization-wide responsibility. It may play a role in supporting
strategic alignment and delivering organizational value. The PMO integrates data and information from
organizational strategic projects and evaluates how higher-level strategic objectives are being fulfilled. The
PMO is the natural liaison between the organization’s portfolios, programs, projects, and the organizational
measurement systems (e.g., balanced scorecard).
A PMO may have the authority to act as an integral stakeholder and a key decision maker throughout the life
of each project in order to keep it aligned with the business objectives.
The PMO may: Make recommendations, Lead knowledge transfer, Terminate projects, and Take other actions,
as required.
A primary function of a PMO is to support project managers in a variety of ways, which may include but are
not limited to:
 Managing shared resources across all projects administered by the PMO;
 Identifying and developing project management methodology, best practices, and standards;
 Coaching, mentoring, training, and oversight;
 Monitoring compliance with project management standards, policies, procedures, and templates by
means of project audits;
 Developing and managing project policies, procedures, templates, and other shared documentation
(organizational process assets); and
 Coordinating communication across projects.
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SECTION 3
THE ROLE OF THE PROJECT MANAGER
The role of a project manager is distinct from that of a functional manager or operations manager. Typically,
the functional manager focuses on providing management oversight for a functional or business unit.
Operations managers are responsible for ensuring that business operations are efficient. The project manager is
the person assigned by the performing organization to lead the team that is responsible for achieving the
project objectives.
Research reveals that the top 2% of project managers distinguish themselves by demonstrating superior
relationship and communication skills while displaying a positive attitude.
The project manager proactively interacts with other project managers. Interacting with other project managers
helps to create a positive influence for fulfilling the various needs of the project. These needs may be in the
form of human, technical, or financial resources and deliverables required by the team for project completion.
The project manager seeks ways to develop relationships that assist the team in achieving the goals and
objectives of the project. In addition, the project manager maintains a strong advocacy role within the
organization.
The project manager stays informed about current industry trends. The project manager takes this information
and sees how it may impact or apply to the current projects.
Continuing knowledge transfer and integration is very important for the project manager. This professional
development is ongoing in the project management profession and in other areas where the project manager
maintains subject matter expertise.
The project manager may serve as an informal ambassador by educating the organization as to the advantages
of project management with regard to timeliness, quality, innovation, and resource management.
Project Manager Competences (PMI Talent Triangle)
Technical project management: The knowledge, skills, and behaviors related to specific domains of project,
program, and portfolio management. The technical aspects of performing one’s role.
Leadership: The knowledge, skills, and behaviors needed to guide, motivate, and direct a team, to help an
organization achieve its business goals.
Strategic and business management: The knowledge of and expertise in the industry and organization that
enhanced performance and better delivers business outcomes.
In addition to any area-specific skills and general management proficiencies required for the project, effective
project management requires that the project manager possess the following characteristics:
• Knowledge. This refers to what the project manager knows about project management.
• Performance. This refers to what the project manager is able to do or accomplish while applying their
project management knowledge.
• Personal. This refers to how the project manager behaves when performing the project or related
activity. Personal effectiveness encompasses attitudes, core personality characteristics and
leadership—the ability to guide the project team while achieving project objectives and balancing the
project constraints.
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SECTION 4:
PROJECT INTEGRATION MANAGEMENT
Project Integration Management includes the processes and activities to identify, define, combine, unify, and
coordinate the various processes and project management activities within the Project Management Process
Groups. In the project management context, integration includes characteristics of unification, consolidation,
communication, and interrelationship. These actions should be applied from the start of the project through
completion. Project Integration Management includes making choices about:
 Resource allocation,
 Balancing competing demands,
 Examining any alternative approaches,
 Tailoring the processes to meet the project objectives, and
 Managing the interdependencies among the Project Management Knowledge Areas.
The Project Integration Management processes are:
4.1 Develop Project Charter—The process of developing a document that formally authorizes the existence
of a project and provides the project manager with the authority to apply organizational resources to project
activities.
4.2 Develop Project Management Plan—The process of defining, preparing, and coordinating all plan
components and consolidating them into an integrated project management plan.
4.3 Direct and Manage Project Work—The process of leading and performing the work defined in the
project management plan and implementing approved changes to achieve the project’s objectives.
4.4 Manage Project Knowledge—The process of using existing knowledge and creating new knowledge to
achieve the project’s objectives and contribute to organizational learning.
4.5 Monitor and Control Project Work—The process of tracking, reviewing, and reporting overall progress
to meet the performance objectives defined in the project management plan.
4.6 Perform Integrated Change Control—The process of reviewing all change requests; approving changes
and managing changes to deliverables, organizational process assets, project documents, and the project
management plan; and communicating the decisions.
4.7 Close Project or Phase—The process of finalizing all activities for the project, phase, or contract.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT INTEGRATION MANAGEMENT
Project Integration Management is specific to project managers. Whereas other Knowledge Areas may be
managed by specialists (e.g., cost analysis, scheduling specialists, risk management experts), the accountability
of Project Integration Management cannot be delegated or transferred. The project manager is the one who
combines the results in all the other Knowledge Areas and has the overall view of the project. The project
manager is ultimately responsible for the project as a whole.
Project Integration Management is about:
 Ensuring that the deliverable due dates of the product, service, or result; project life cycle; and the
benefits management plan are aligned;
 Providing a project management plan to achieve the project objectives;
 Ensuring the creation and the use of the appropriate knowledge to and from the project as necessary;
 Managing the performance and changes of the activities in the project management plan;
 Making integrated decisions regarding key changes impacting the project;
 Measuring and monitoring the project’s progress and taking appropriate action to meet project
objectives;
 Collecting data on the results achieved, analyzing the data to obtain information, and communicating
this information to relevant stakeholders;
 Completing all the work of the project and formally closing each phase, contract, and the project as a
whole; and
 Managing phase transitions when necessary. The more complex the project and the more varied the
expectations of the stakeholders, the more a sophisticated approach to integration is needed.
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TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROJECT INTEGRATION MANAGEMENT
1. Use of automated tools
2. Use of visual management tools.
3. Project knowledge management.
4. Expanding the project manager’s responsibilities.
5. Hybrid methodologies
TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Because each project is unique, the project manager may need to tailor the way that Project Integration
Management processes are applied. Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
 Project life cycle. What is an appropriate project life cycle? What phases should comprise the project
life cycle?
 Development life cycle. What development life cycle and approach are appropriate for the product,
service, or result? Is a predictive or adaptive approach appropriate? If adaptive, should the product be
developed incrementally or iteratively? Is a hybrid approach best?
 Management approaches. What management processes are most effective based on the
organizational culture and the complexity of the project?
 Knowledge management. How will knowledge be managed in the project to foster a collaborative
working environment?
 Change. How will change be managed in the project?
 Governance. What control boards, committees, and other stakeholders are part of the project? What
are the project status reporting requirements?
 Lessons learned. What information should be collected throughout and at the end of the project? How
will historical information and lessons learned be made available to future projects?
 Benefits. When and how should benefits be reported: at the end of the project or at the end of each
iteration or phase?
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
Iterative and agile approaches promote the engagement of team members as local domain experts in integration
management. The team members determine how plans and components should integrate.
4.1 DEVELOP PROJECT CHARTER
Develop Project Charter is the process of developing a document that formally authorizes the existence of a
project and provides the project manager with the authority to apply organizational resources to project
activities. The key benefits of this process are that it provides a direct link between the project and the strategic
objectives of the organization, creates a formal record of the project, and shows the organizational commitment
to the project. This process is performed once or at predefined points in the project. The inputs, tools and
techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in the figure below.
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4.2 DEVELOP PROJECT MANAGEMENT PLAN
Develop Project Management Plan is the process of defining, preparing, and coordinating all plan components
and consolidating them into an integrated project management plan. The key benefit of this process is the
production of a comprehensive document that defines the basis of all project work and how the work will be
performed. This process is performed once or at predefined points in the project. The inputs, tools and
techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.

4.3 DIRECT AND MANAGE PROJECT WORK
Direct and Manage Project Work is the process of leading and performing the work defined in the project
management plan and implementing approved changes to achieve the project’s objectives. The key benefit of
this process is that it provides overall management of the project work and deliverables, thus improving the
probability of project success. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and
techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.
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4.4 MANAGE PROJECT KNOWLEDGE
Manage Project Knowledge is the process of using existing knowledge and creating new knowledge to achieve
the project’s objectives and contribute to organizational learning. The key benefits of this process are that prior
organizational knowledge is leveraged to produce or improve the project outcomes, and knowledge created by
the project is available to support organizational operations and future projects or phases. This process is
performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in
Figure below

4.5 MONITOR AND CONTROL PROJECT WORK
Monitor and Control Project Work is the process of tracking, reviewing, and reporting the overall progress to
meet the performance objectives defined in the project management plan. The key benefits of this process are
that it allows stakeholders to understand the current state of the project, to recognize the actions taken to
address any performance issues, and to have visibility into the future project status with cost and schedule
forecasts. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of
the process are depicted in Figure below
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4.6 PERFORM INTEGRATED CHANGE CONTROL
Perform Integrated Change Control is the process of reviewing all change requests; approving changes and
managing changes to deliverables, project documents, and the project management plan; and communicating
the decisions. This process reviews all requests for changes to project documents, deliverables, or the project
management plan and determines the resolution of the change requests. The key benefit of this process is that it
allows for documented changes within the project to be considered in an integrated manner while addressing
overall project risk, which often arises from changes made without consideration of the overall project
objectives or plans. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and
outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.

4.7 CLOSE PROJECT OR PHASE
Close Project or Phase is the process of finalizing all activities for the project, phase, or contract. The key
benefits of this process are the project or phase information is archived, the planned work is completed, and
organizational team resources are released to pursue new endeavors. This process is performed once or at
predefined points in the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in
Figure below.
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SECTION 5
PROJECT SCOPE MANAGEMENT
Project Scope Management includes the processes required to ensure that the project includes all the work
required, and only the work required, to complete the project successfully. Managing the project scope is
primarily concerned with defining and controlling what is and is not included in the project.
The Project Scope Management processes are:
5.1 Plan Scope Management—The process of creating a scope management plan that documents how the
project and product scope will be defined, validated, and controlled.
5.2 Collect Requirements—The process of determining, documenting, and managing stakeholder needs and
requirements to meet project objectives.
5.3 Define Scope—The process of developing a detailed description of the project and product.
5.4 Create WBS—The process of subdividing project deliverables and project work into smaller, more
manageable components.
5.5 Validate Scope—The process of formalizing acceptance of the completed project deliverables.
5.6 Control Scope—The process of monitoring the status of the project and product scope and managing
changes to the scope baseline.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT SCOPE MANAGEMENT
In the project context, the term ―scope‖ can refer to:
 Product scope. The features and functions that characterize a product, service, or result.
 Project scope. The work performed to deliver a product, service, or result with the specified features
and functions. The term ―project scope‖ is sometimes viewed as including product scope.
Project life cycles can range along a continuum from predictive approaches at one end to adaptive or agile
approaches at the other. In a predictive life cycle, the project deliverables are defined at the beginning of the
project and any changes to the scope are progressively managed. In an adaptive or agile life cycle, the
deliverables are developed over multiple iterations where a detailed scope is defined and approved for each
iteration when it begins.
TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROJECT SCOPE MANAGEMENT
Requirements have always been a concern in project management and have continued to gain more attention in
the profession. As the global environment becomes more complex, organizations are starting to recognize how
to use business analysis to their competitive advantage by defining, managing, and controlling requirements
activities. Activities of business analysis may start before a project is initiated and a project manager is
assigned. According to Requirements Management: A Practice Guide, the requirements management process
starts with a needs assessment, which may begin in portfolio planning, in program planning, or within a
discrete project.
Eliciting, documenting, and managing stakeholder requirements takes place within the Project Scope
Management processes. Trends and emerging practices for Project Scope Management include but are not
limited to a focus on collaborating with business analysis professionals to:
 Determine problems and identify business needs;
 Identify and recommend viable solutions for meeting those needs;
 Elicit, document, and manage stakeholder requirements in order to meet business and project
objectives; and
 Facilitate the successful implementation of the product, service, or end result of the program or
project.
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TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Because each project is unique, the project manager will need to tailor the way Project Scope Management
processes are applied.
Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
 Knowledge and requirements management. Does the organization have formal or informal
knowledge and requirements management systems? What guidelines should the project manager
establish for requirements to be reused in the future?
 Validation and control. Does the organization have existing formal or informal validation and
control-related policies, procedures, and guidelines?
 Development approach. Does the organization use agile approaches in managing projects? Is the
development approach iterative or incremental? Is a predictive approach used? Will a hybrid approach
be productive?
 Stability of requirements. Are there areas of the project with unstable requirements? Do unstable
requirements necessitate the use of lean, agile, or other adaptive techniques until they are stable and
well defined?
 Governance. Does the organization have formal or informal audit and governance policies,
procedures, and guidelines?
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
In projects with evolving requirements, high risk, or significant uncertainty, the scope is often not understood
at the beginning of the project or it evolves during the project. Agile methods deliberately spend less time
trying to define and agree on scope in the early stage of the project and spend more time establishing the
process for its ongoing discovery and refinement. Many environments with emerging requirements find that
there is often a gap between the real business requirements and the business requirements that were originally
stated. Therefore, agile methods purposefully build and review prototypes and release versions in order to
refine the requirements. As a result, scope is defined and redefined throughout the project. In agile approaches,
the requirements constitute the backlog.
5.1 PLAN SCOPE MANAGEMENT
Plan Scope Management is the process of creating a scope management plan that documents how the project
and product scope will be defined, validated, and controlled. The key benefit of this process is that it provides
guidance and direction on how scope will be managed throughout the project. This process is performed once
or at predefined points in the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted
in figure below.

The scope management plan is a component of the project or program management plan that describes how the
scope will be defined, developed, monitored, controlled, and validated. The development of the scope
management plan and the detailing of the project scope begin with the analysis of information contained in the
project charter, the latest approved subsidiary plans of the project management plan, historical information
contained in the organizational process assets, and any other relevant enterprise environmental factors.
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5.2 COLLECT REQUIREMENTS
Collect Requirements is the process of determining, documenting, and managing stakeholder needs and
requirements to meet objectives. The key benefit of this process is that it provides the basis for defining the
product scope and project scope. This process is performed once or at predefined points in the project. The
inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in figure below.

5.3 DEFINE SCOPE
Define Scope is the process of developing a detailed description of the project and product. The key benefit of
this process is that it describes the product, service, or result boundaries and acceptance criteria. The inputs,
tools and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in figure below.
Since all the requirements identified in Collect Requirements may not be included in the project, the Define
Scope process selects the final project requirements from the requirements documentation developed during
the Collect Requirements process. It then develops a detailed description of the project and product, service, or
result. The preparation of a detailed project scope statement builds upon the major deliverables, assumptions,
and constraints that are documented during project initiation. During project planning, the project scope is
defined and described with greater specificity as more information about the project is known. Existing risks,
assumptions, and constraints are analyzed for completeness and added or updated as necessary. The Define
Scope process can be highly iterative.
In iterative life cycle projects, a high-level vision will be developed for the overall project, but the detailed
scope is determined one iteration at a time, and the detailed planning for the next iteration is carried out as
work progresses on the current project scope and deliverables.
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Elements of the Project Charter and Project Scope Statement
Project Charter
Project Scope
1. Project purpose
1. Project scope description
2. Measurable project objectives and related
elaborated)
success criteria
2. Project deliverables
3. High-level requirements
3. Acceptance criteria
4. High-level project description, boundaries,
4. Project exclusions
and key deliverables
5. Overall project risk
6. Summary milestone schedule
7. Preapproved financial resources
8. Key stakeholder list
9. Project approval requirements (i.e., what
constitutes success, who decides the project
is successful, who signs off on the project)
10. Project exit criteria (i.e., what are the
conditions to be met in order to close or to
cancel the project or phase
11. Assigned project manager, responsibility, and
authority level
12. Name and authority of the sponsor or other
person(s) authorizing the project charter

(progressively

5.4 CREATE WBS
Create WBS is the process of subdividing project deliverables and project work into smaller, more manageable
components. The key benefit of this process is that it provides a framework of what has to be delivered. This
process is performed once or at predefined points in the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs
of this process are depicted in the figure below.
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5.5 VALIDATE SCOPE
Validate Scope is the process of formalizing acceptance of the completed project deliverables. The key benefit
of this process is that it brings objectivity to the acceptance process and increases the probability of final
product, service, or result acceptance by validating each deliverable. This process is performed periodically
throughout the project as needed. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in
the figure below.

5.6 CONTROL SCOPE Control
Scope is the process of monitoring the status of the project and product scope and managing changes to the
scope baseline. The key benefit of this process is that the scope baseline is maintained throughout the project.
This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this process
are depicted in the figure below.
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SECTION 6
PROJECT SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT
Project Schedule Management includes the processes required to manage the timely completion of the project.
The Project Schedule Management processes are:
6.1 Plan Schedule Management—The process of establishing the policies, procedures, and documentation
for planning, developing, managing, executing, and controlling the project schedule.
6.2 Define Activities—The process of identifying and documenting the specific actions to be performed to
produce the project deliverables.
6.3 Sequence Activities—The process of identifying and documenting relationships among the project
activities.
6.4 Estimate Activity Durations—The process of estimating the number of work periods needed to complete
individual activities with the estimated resources.
6.5 Develop Schedule—The process of analyzing activity sequences, durations, resource requirements, and
schedule constraints to create the project schedule model for project execution and monitoring and controlling.
6.6 Control Schedule—The process of monitoring the status of the project to update the project schedule and
manage changes to the schedule baseline.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT
Project scheduling provides a detailed plan that represents how and when the project will deliver the products,
services, and results defined in the project scope and serves as a tool for communication, managing
stakeholders’ expectations, and as a basis for performance reporting.
The project management team selects a scheduling method, such as critical path or an agile approach. Then,
the project-specific data, such as the activities, planned dates, durations, resources, dependencies, and
constraints, are entered into a scheduling tool to create a schedule model for the project. The result is a project
schedule.
For smaller projects, defining activities, sequencing activities, estimating activity durations, and developing the
schedule model are so tightly linked that they are viewed as a single process that can be performed by a person
over a relatively short period of time. These processes are presented here as distinct elements because the tools
and techniques for each process are different.
When possible, the detailed project schedule should remain flexible throughout the project to adjust for
knowledge gained, increased understanding of the risk, and value-added activities.
TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROJECT SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT
With high levels of uncertainty and unpredictability in a fast-paced, highly competitive global marketplace
where long term scope is difficult to define, it is becoming even more important to have a contextual
framework for effective adoption and tailoring of development practices to respond to the changing needs of
the environment. Adaptive planning defines a plan but acknowledges that once work starts, the priorities may
change and the plan needs to reflect this new knowledge.
Some of the emerging practices for project scheduling methods include but are not limited to:
 Iterative scheduling with a backlog. This is a form of rolling wave planning based on adaptive life
cycles, such as the agile approach for product development. The requirements are documented in user
stories that are then prioritized and refined just prior to construction, and the product features are
developed using time-boxed periods of work. This approach is often used to deliver incremental value
to the customer or when multiple teams can concurrently develop a large number of features that have
few interconnected dependencies. This scheduling method is appropriate for many projects as
indicated by the widespread and growing use of adaptive life cycles for product development. The
benefit of this approach is that it welcomes changes throughout the development life cycle.


On-demand scheduling. This approach, typically used in a Kanban system, is based on the theory of
constraints and pull-based scheduling concepts from lean manufacturing to limit a team’s work in
progress in order to balance demand against the team’s delivery throughput. On-demand scheduling
does not rely on a schedule that was developed previously for the development of the product or
product increments, but rather pulls work from a backlog or intermediate queue of work to be done
immediately as resources become available. On-demand scheduling is often used for projects that
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evolve the product incrementally in operational or sustainment environments, and where tasks may be
made relatively similar in size and scope or can be bundled by size and scope.
TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Because each project is unique, the project manager may need to tailor the way Project Schedule Management
processes are applied. Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
 Life cycle approach. What is the most appropriate life cycle approach that allows for a more detailed
schedule?
 Resource availability. What are the factors influencing durations (such as the correlation between
available resources and their productivity)?
 Project dimensions. How will the presence of project complexity, technological uncertainty, product
novelty, pace, or progress tracking (such as earned value, percentage complete, red-yellow-green (stop
light) indicators) impact the desired level of control?
 Technology support. Is technology used to develop, record, transmit, receive, and store project
schedule model information and is it readily accessible?
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
Adaptive approaches use short cycles to undertake work, review the results, and adapt as necessary. These
cycles provide rapid feedback on the approaches and suitability of deliverables, and generally manifest as
iterative scheduling and on-demand, pull-based scheduling, as discussed in the section on Key Trends and
Emerging Practices in Project Schedule Management.
In large organizations, there may be a mixture of small projects and large initiatives requiring long-term
roadmaps to manage the development of these programs using scaling factors (e.g., team size, geographical
distribution, regulatory compliance, organizational complexity, and technical complexity). To address the full
delivery life cycle for larger, enterprise-wide systems, a range of techniques utilizing a predictive approach,
adaptive approach, or a hybrid of both, may need to be adopted. The organization may need to combine
practices from several core methods, or adopt a method that has already done so, and adopt a few principles
and practices of more traditional techniques.
The role of the project manager does not change based on managing projects using a predictive development
life cycle or managing projects in adaptive environments. However, to be successful in using adaptive
approaches, the project manager will need to be familiar with the tools and techniques to understand how to
apply them effectively.
6.1 PLAN SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT
Plan Schedule Management is the process of establishing the policies, procedures, and documentation for
planning, developing, managing, executing, and controlling the project schedule. The key benefit of this
process is that it provides guidance and direction on how the project schedule will be managed throughout the
project. This process is performed once or at predefined points in the project. The inputs, tools and techniques,
and outputs of the process are depicted in the figure below.
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6.2 DEFINE ACTIVITIES
Define Activities is the process of identifying and documenting the specific actions to be performed to produce
the project deliverables. The key benefit of this process is that it decomposes work packages into schedule
activities that provide a basis for estimating, scheduling, executing, monitoring, and controlling the project
work. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this
process are depicted in the figure below.

6.3 SEQUENCE ACTIVITIES
Sequence Activities is the process of identifying and documenting relationships among the project activities.
The key benefit of this process is that it defines the logical sequence of work to obtain the greatest efficiency
given all project constraints. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and
techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in the figure below.

Every activity except the first and last should be connected to at least one predecessor and at least one
successor activity with an appropriate logical relationship. Logical relationships should be designed to create a
realistic project schedule. It may be necessary to use lead or lag time between activities to support a realistic
and achievable project schedule. Sequencing can be performed by using project management software or by
using manual or automated techniques. The Sequence Activities process concentrates on converting the project
activities from a list to a diagram to act as a first step to publish the schedule baseline.
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SEQUENCE ACTIVITIES: TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
PRECEDENCE DIAGRAMMING METHOD
The precedence diagramming method (PDM) is a technique used for constructing a schedule model in which
activities are represented by nodes and are graphically linked by one or more logical relationships to show the
sequence in which the activities are to be performed. PDM includes four types of dependencies or logical
relationships. A predecessor activity is an activity that logically comes before a dependent activity in a
schedule. A successor activity is a dependent activity that logically comes after another activity in a schedule.

Finish-to-start (FS). A logical relationship in which a successor activity cannot start until a predecessor
activity has finished. For example, installing the operating system on a PC (successor) cannot start until the PC
hardware is assembled (predecessor).
Finish-to-finish (FF). A logical relationship in which a successor activity cannot finish until a predecessor
activity has finished. For example, writing a document (predecessor) is required to finish before editing the
document (successor) can finish.
Start-to-start (SS). A logical relationship in which a successor activity cannot start until a predecessor activity
has started. For example, level concrete (successor) cannot begin until pour foundation (predecessor) begins.
Start-to-finish (SF). A logical relationship in which a successor activity cannot finish until a predecessor
activity has started. For example, a new accounts payable system (successor) has to start before the old
accounts payable system can be shut down (predecessor).
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DEPENDENCY DETERMINATION AND INTEGRATION
Dependencies may be characterized by the following attributes: mandatory or discretionary, internal or
external (as described below). Dependency has four attributes, but two can be applicable at the same time in
the following ways: mandatory external dependencies, mandatory internal dependencies, discretionary external
dependencies, or discretionary internal dependencies.
Mandatory dependencies. Mandatory dependencies are those that are legally or contractually required or
inherent in the nature of the work. Mandatory dependencies often involve physical limitations, such as on a
construction project, where it is impossible to erect the superstructure until after the foundation has been built,
or on an electronics project, where a prototype has to be built before it can be tested. Mandatory dependencies
are sometimes referred to as hard logic or hard dependencies. Technical dependencies may not be mandatory.
The project team determines which dependencies are mandatory during the process of sequencing the
activities. Mandatory dependencies should not be confused with assigning schedule constraints in the
scheduling tool.
Discretionary dependencies. Discretionary dependencies are sometimes referred to as preferred logic,
preferential logic, or soft logic. Discretionary dependencies are established based on knowledge of best
practices within a particular application area or some unusual aspect of the project where a specific sequence is
desired, even though there may be other acceptable sequences. For example, generally accepted best practices
recommend that during construction, the electrical work should start after finishing the plumbing work. This
order is not mandatory and both activities may occur at the same time (in parallel), but performing the
activities in sequential order reduces the overall project risk. Discretionary dependencies should be fully
documented since they can create arbitrary total float values and can limit later scheduling options. When fast
tracking techniques are employed, these discretionary dependencies should be reviewed and considered for
modification or removal. The project team determines which dependencies are discretionary during the process
of sequencing the activities.
External dependencies. External dependencies involve a relationship between project activities and nonproject activities. These dependencies are usually outside of the project team’s control. For example, the
testing activity in a software project may be dependent on the delivery of hardware from an external source, or
governmental environmental hearings may need to be held before site preparation can begin on a construction
project. The project management team determines which dependencies are external during the process of
sequencing the activities.
Internal dependencies. Internal dependencies involve a precedence relationship between project activities and
are generally inside the project team’s control. For example, if the team cannot test a machine until they
assemble it, there is an internal mandatory dependency. The project management team determines which
dependencies are internal during the process of sequencing the activities.
LEADS AND LAGS
A lead is the amount of time a successor activity can be advanced with respect to a predecessor activity.
A lag is the amount of time a successor activity will be delayed with respect to a predecessor activity.
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6.4 ESTIMATE ACTIVITY DURATIONS
Estimate Activity Durations is the process of estimating the number of work periods needed to complete
individual activities with estimated resources. The key benefit of this process is that it provides the amount of
time each activity will take to complete. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools
and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in the figure below.

Estimating activity durations uses information from the scope of work, required resource types or skill levels,
estimated resource quantities, and resource calendars. Other factors that may influence the duration estimates
include constraints imposed on the duration, effort involved, or type of resources (e.g., fixed duration, fixed
effort or work, fixed number of resources), as well as the schedule network analysis technique used. The inputs
for the estimates of duration originate from the person or group on the project team who is most familiar with
the nature of the work in the specific activity. The duration estimate is progressively elaborated, and the
process considers the quality and availability of the input data. For example, as more detailed and precise data
are available about the project engineering and design work, the accuracy and quality of the duration estimates
improve.
Other factors for consideration when estimating duration include:
 Law of diminishing returns. When one factor (e.g., resource) used to determine the effort required to
produce a unit of work is increased while all other factors remain fixed, a point will eventually be
reached at which additions of that one factor start to yield progressively smaller or diminishing
increases in output.
 Number of resources. Increasing the number of resources to twice the original number of the
resources does not always reduce the time by half, as it may increase extra duration due to risk, and at
some point adding too many resources to the activity may increase duration due to knowledge
transfer, learning curve, additional coordination, and other factors involved.
 Advances in technology. This may also play an important role in determining duration estimates. For
example, an increase in the output of a manufacturing plant may be achieved by procuring the latest
advances in technology, which may impact duration and resource needs.
 Motivation of staff. The project manager also needs to be aware of Student Syndrome—or
procrastination— when people start to apply themselves only at the last possible moment before the
deadline, and Parkinson’s Law where work expands to fill the time available for its completion.
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6.5 DEVELOP SCHEDULE
Develop Schedule is the process of analyzing activity sequences, durations, resource requirements, and
schedule constraints to create a schedule model for project execution and monitoring and controlling. The key
benefit of this process is that it generates a schedule model with planned dates for completing project activities.
This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this process
are depicted in the figure below.

Developing an acceptable project schedule is an iterative process. The schedule model is used to determine the
planned start and finish dates for project activities and milestones based on the best available information.
Schedule development can require the review and revision of duration estimates, resource estimates, and
schedule reserves to establish an approved project schedule that can serve as a baseline to track progress. Key
steps include defining the project milestones, identifying and sequencing activities, and estimating durations.
Once the activity start and finish dates have been determined, it is common to have the project staff assigned to
the activities review their assigned activities. The staff confirms that the start and finish dates present no
conflict with resource calendars or assigned activities on other projects or tasks and thus are still valid. The
schedule is then analyzed to determine conflicts with logical relationships and if resource leveling is required
before the schedule is approved and baselined. Revising and maintaining the project schedule model to sustain
a realistic schedule continues throughout the duration of the project.
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6.6 CONTROL SCHEDULE
Control Schedule is the process of monitoring the status of the project to update the project schedule and
managing changes to the schedule baseline. The key benefit of this process is that the schedule baseline is
maintained throughout the project. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and
techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in figure below.

Updating the schedule model requires knowing the actual performance to date. Any change to the schedule
baseline can only be approved through the Perform Integrated Change Control process. Control Schedule, as a
component of the Perform Integrated Change Control process, is concerned with:
 Determining the current status of the project schedule,
 Influencing the factors that create schedule changes,
 Reconsidering necessary schedule reserves,
 Determining if the project schedule has changed, and
 Managing the actual changes as they occur.
When an agile approach is used, Control Schedule is concerned with:
 Determining the current status of the project schedule by comparing the total amount of work
delivered and accepted against the estimates of work completed for the elapsed time cycle;
 Conducting retrospectives (scheduled reviews to record lessons learned) for correcting processes and
improving, if required;
 Reprioritizing the remaining work plan (backlog);
 Determining the rate at which the deliverables are produced, validated, and accepted (velocity) in the
given time per iteration (agreed-upon work cycle duration, typically 2 weeks or 1 month);
 Determining that the project schedule has changed; and
 Managing the actual changes as they occur.
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SECTION 7
PROJECT COST MANAGEMENT
Project Cost Management includes the processes involved in planning, estimating, budgeting, financing,
funding, managing, and controlling costs so that the project can be completed within the approved budget.
The Project Cost Management processes are:
7.1 Plan Cost Management—The process of defining how the project costs will be estimated, budgeted,
managed, monitored, and controlled.
7.2 Estimate Costs—The process of developing an approximation of the monetary resources needed to
complete project work.
7.3 Determine Budget—The process of aggregating the estimated costs of individual activities or work
packages to establish an authorized cost baseline.
7.4 Control Costs—The process of monitoring the status of the project to update the project costs and manage
changes to the cost baseline.
On some projects, especially those of smaller scope, cost estimating and cost budgeting are tightly linked and
can be viewed as a single process that can be performed by a single person over a relatively short period of
time. They are presented here as distinct processes because the tools and techniques for each are different. The
ability to influence cost is greatest at the early stages of the project, making early scope definition critical.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT COST MANAGEMENT
Project Cost Management is primarily concerned with the cost of the resources needed to complete project
activities. Project Cost Management should consider the effect of project decisions on the subsequent recurring
cost of using, maintaining, and supporting the product, service, or result of the project. For example, limiting
the number of design reviews can reduce the cost of the project but could increase the resulting product’s
operating costs.
Another aspect of cost management is recognizing that different stakeholders measure project costs in different
ways and at different times. For example, the cost of an acquired item may be measured when the acquisition
decision is made or committed, the order is placed, the item is delivered, or the actual cost is incurred or
recorded for project accounting purposes. In many organizations, predicting and analyzing the prospective
financial performance of the project’s product is performed outside of the project. In others, such as a capital
facilities project, Project Cost Management can include this work. When such predictions and analyses are
included, Project Cost Management may address additional processes and numerous general financial
management techniques such as return on investment, discounted cash flow, and investment payback analysis.
TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROJECT COST MANAGEMENT
Within the practice of Project Cost Management, trends include the expansion of earned value management
(EVM) to include the concept of earned schedule (ES). ES is an extension to the theory and practice of EVM.
Earned schedule theory replaces the schedule variance measures used in traditional EVM (earned value −
planned value) with ES and actual time (AT). Using the alternate equation for calculating schedule variance ES
− AT, if the amount of earned schedule is greater than 0, then the project is considered ahead of schedule. In
other words, the project earned more than planned at a given point in time. The schedule performance index
(SPI) using earned schedule metrics is ES/AT. This indicates the efficiency with which work is being
accomplished. Earned schedule theory also provides formulas for forecasting the project completion date,
using earned schedule, actual time, and estimated duration.
TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Because each project is unique, the project manager may need to tailor the way Project Cost Management
processes are applied. Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
 Knowledge management. Does the organization have a formal knowledge management and financial
database repository that a project manager is required to use and that is readily accessible?
 Estimating and budgeting. Does the organization have existing formal or informal cost estimating
and budgeting-related policies, procedures, and guidelines?
 Earned value management. Does the organization use earned value management in managing
projects?
 Use of agile approach. Does the organization use agile methodologies in managing projects? How
does this impact cost estimating?
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Governance. Does the organization have formal or informal audit and governance policies,
procedures, and guidelines?

CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
Projects with high degrees of uncertainty or those where the scope is not yet fully defined may not benefit from
detailed cost calculations due to frequent changes. Instead, lightweight estimation methods can be used to
generate a fast, high-level forecast of project labor costs, which can then be easily adjusted as changes arise.
Detailed estimates are reserved for short-term planning horizons in a just-in-time fashion. In cases where highvariability projects are also subject to strict budgets, the scope and schedule are more often adjusted to stay
within cost constraints.
7.1 PLAN COST MANAGEMENT
Plan Cost Management is the process of defining how the project costs will be estimated, budgeted, managed,
monitored, and controlled. The key benefit of this process is that it provides guidance and direction on how the
project costs will be managed throughout the project. This process is performed once or at predefined points in
the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in the Figure below.

The cost management planning effort occurs early in project planning and sets the framework for each of the
cost management processes so that performance of the processes will be efficient and coordinated. The cost
management processes and their associated tools and techniques are documented in the cost management plan.
The cost management plan is a component of the project management plan.
7.2 ESTIMATE COSTS
Estimate Costs is the process of developing an approximation of the cost of resources needed to complete
project work. The key benefit of this process is that it determines the monetary resources required for the
project. This process is performed periodically throughout the project as needed. The inputs, tools and
techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in Figure below.

A cost estimate is a quantitative assessment of the likely costs for resources required to complete the activity. It
is a prediction that is based on the information known at a given point in time. Cost estimates include the
identification and consideration of costing alternatives to initiate and complete the project. Cost trade-offs and
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risks should be considered, such as make versus buy, buy versus lease, and the sharing of resources in order to
achieve optimal costs for the project.
Cost estimates are generally expressed in units of some currency (i.e., dollars, euros, yen, etc.), although in
some instances other units of measure, such as staff hours or staff days, are used to facilitate comparisons by
eliminating the effects of currency fluctuations.
Cost estimates should be reviewed and refined during the course of the project to reflect additional detail as it
becomes available and assumptions are tested. The accuracy of a project estimate will increase as the project
progresses through the project life cycle. For example, a project in the initiation phase may have a rough order
of magnitude (ROM) estimate in the range of −25% to +75%. Later in the project, as more information is
known, definitive estimates could narrow the range of accuracy to −5% to +10%. In some organizations, there
are guidelines for when such refinements can be made and the degree of confidence or accuracy that is
expected.
Costs are estimated for all resources that will be charged to the project. This includes but is not limited to
labor, materials, equipment, services, and facilities, as well as special categories such as an inflation allowance,
cost of financing, or contingency costs. Cost estimates may be presented at the activity level or in summary
form.
7.3 DETERMINE BUDGET
Determine Budget is the process of aggregating the estimated costs of individual activities or work packages to
establish an authorized cost baseline. The key benefit of this process is that it determines the cost baseline
against which project performance can be monitored and controlled. This process is performed once or at
predefined points in the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in
Figure below.

A project budget includes all the funds authorized to execute the project. The cost baseline is the approved
version of the time-phased project budget that includes contingency reserves, but excludes management
reserves.
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7.4 CONTROL COSTS
Control Costs is the process of monitoring the status of the project to update the project costs and managing
changes to the cost baseline. The key benefit of this process is that the cost baseline is maintained throughout
the project. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of
this process are depicted in Figure below.

Updating the budget requires knowledge of the actual costs spent to date. Any increase to the authorized
budget can only be approved through the Perform Integrated Change Control process. Monitoring the
expenditure of funds without regard to the value of work being accomplished for such expenditures has little
value to the project, other than to track the outflow of funds. Much of the effort of cost control involves
analyzing the relationship between the consumption of project funds and the work being accomplished for such
expenditures. The key to effective cost control is the management of the approved cost baseline.
Project cost control includes:
 Influencing the factors that create changes to the authorized cost baseline;
 Ensuring that all change requests are acted on in a timely manner;
 Managing the actual changes when and as they occur;
 Ensuring that cost expenditures do not exceed the authorized funding by period, by WBS component,
by activity, and in total for the project;
 Monitoring cost performance to isolate and understand variances from the approved cost baseline;
 Monitoring work performance against funds expended;
 Preventing unapproved changes from being included in the reported cost or resource usage;
 Informing appropriate stakeholders of all approved changes and associated cost; and
 Bringing expected cost overruns within acceptable limits.
DATA ANALYSIS FOR COST CONTROL
Data analysis techniques that can be used to control costs include but are not limited to:
1. Earned value analysis (EVA).
Earned value analysis compares the performance measurement baseline to the actual schedule and cost
performance. EVM integrates the scope baseline with the cost baseline and schedule baseline to form the
performance measurement baseline. EVM develops and monitors three key dimensions for each work package
and control account:
 Planned value: Planned value (PV) is the authorized budget assigned to scheduled work. It is the
authorized budget planned for the work to be accomplished for an activity or work breakdown
structure (WBS) component, not including management reserve. This budget is allocated by phase
over the life of the project, but at a given point in time, planned value defines the physical work that
should have been accomplished. The total of the PV is sometimes referred to as the performance
measurement baseline (PMB). The total planned value for the project is also known as budget at
completion (BAC).
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Earned value: Earned value (EV) is a measure of work performed expressed in terms of the budget
authorized for that work. It is the budget associated with the authorized work that has been completed.
The EV being measured needs to be related to the PMB, and the EV measured cannot be greater than
the authorized PV budget for a component. The EV is often used to calculate the percent complete of a
project. Progress measurement criteria should be established for each WBS component to measure
work in progress. Project managers monitor EV, both incrementally to determine current status and
cumulatively to determine the longterm performance trends.
 Actual cost: Actual cost (AC) is the realized cost incurred for the work performed on an activity
during a specific time period. It is the total cost incurred in accomplishing the work that the EV
measured. The AC needs to correspond in definition to what was budgeted in the PV and measured in
the EV (e.g., direct hours only, direct costs only, or all costs including indirect costs). The AC will
have no upper limit; whatever is spent to achieve the EV will be measured.
2. Variance analysis. Variance analysis, as used in EVM, is the explanation (cause, impact, and
corrective actions) for cost (CV = EV – AC), schedule (SV = EV – PV), and variance at completion
(VAC = BAC – EAC) variances. Cost and schedule variances are the most frequently analyzed
measurements. For projects not using formal earned value analysis, similar variance analyses can be
performed by comparing planned cost against actual cost to identify variances between the cost
baseline and actual project performance. Further analysis can be performed to determine the cause and
degree of variance relative to the schedule baseline and any corrective or preventive actions needed.
Cost performance measurements are used to assess the magnitude of variation to the original cost
baseline. An important aspect of project cost control includes determining the cause and degree of
variance relative to the cost baseline and deciding whether corrective or preventive action is required.
The percentage range of acceptable variances will tend to decrease as more work is accomplished.
Examples of variance analysis include but are not limited to:
 Schedule variance. Schedule variance (SV) is a measure of schedule performance expressed as the
difference between the earned value and the planned value. It is the amount by which the project is
ahead or behind the planned delivery date, at a given point in time. It is a measure of schedule
performance on a project. It is equal to the earned value (EV) minus the planned value (PV). The EVA
schedule variance is a useful metric in that it can indicate when a project is falling behind or is ahead
of its baseline schedule. The EVA schedule variance will ultimately equal zero when the project is
completed because all of the planned values will have been earned. Schedule variance is best used in
conjunction with critical path method (CPM) scheduling and risk management. Equation: SV = EV –
PV.
 Cost variance. Cost variance (CV) is the amount of budget deficit or surplus at a given point in time,
expressed as the difference between earned value and the actual cost. It is a measure of cost
performance on a project. It is equal to the earned value (EV) minus the actual cost (AC). The cost
variance at the end of the project will be the difference between the budget at completion (BAC) and
the actual amount spent. The CV is particularly critical because it indicates the relationship of physical
performance to the costs spent. Negative CV is often difficult for the project to recover. Equation:
CV = EV – AC.
 Schedule performance index. The schedule performance index (SPI) is a measure of schedule
efficiency expressed as the ratio of earned value to planned value. It measures how efficiently the
project team is accomplishing the work. It is sometimes used in conjunction with the cost performance
index (CPI) to forecast the final project completion estimates. An SPI value less than 1.0 indicates less
work was completed than was planned. An SPI greater than 1.0 indicates that more work was
completed than was planned. Since the SPI measures all project work, the performance on the critical
path also needs to be analyzed to determine whether the project will finish ahead of or behind its
planned finish date. The SPI is equal to the ratio of the EV to the PV. Equation: SPI = EV/PV.
 Cost performance index. The cost performance index (CPI) is a measure of the cost efficiency of
budgeted resources, expressed as a ratio of earned value to actual cost. It is considered the most
critical EVA metric and measures the cost efficiency for the work completed. A CPI value of less than
1.0 indicates a cost overrun for work completed. A CPI value greater than 1.0 indicates a cost
underrun of performance to date. The CPI is equal to the ratio of the EV to the AC. Equation: CPI =
EV/AC.
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SECTION 8
PROJECT QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Project Quality Management includes the processes for incorporating the organization’s quality policy
regarding planning, managing, and controlling project and product quality requirements in order to meet
stakeholders’ objectives. Project Quality Management also supports continuous process improvement activities
as undertaken on behalf of the performing organization.
The Project Quality Management processes are:
8.1 Plan Quality Management—The process of identifying quality requirements and/or standards for the
project and its deliverables, and documenting how the project will demonstrate compliance with quality
requirements and/ or standards.
8.2 Manage Quality—The process of translating the quality management plan into executable quality
activities that incorporate the organization’s quality policies into the project.
8.3 Control Quality—The process of monitoring and recording the results of executing the quality
management activities to assess performance and ensure the project outputs are complete, correct, and meet
customer expectations.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Project Quality Management addresses the management of the project and the deliverables of the project. It
applies to all projects, regardless of the nature of their deliverables. Quality measures and techniques are
specific to the type of deliverables being produced by the project. For example, the project quality
management of software deliverables may use different approaches and measures from those used when
building a nuclear power plant. In either case, failure to meet the quality requirements can have serious
negative consequences for any or all of the project’s stakeholders. For example:
 Meeting customer requirements by overworking the project team may result in decreased profits and
increased levels of overall project risks, employee attrition, errors, or rework.
 Meeting project schedule objectives by rushing planned quality inspections may result in undetected
errors, decreased profits, and increased post-implementation risks.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Quality as a delivered performance or result is ―the degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfill
requirements‖.
Grade as a design intent is a category assigned to deliverables having the same functional use but different
technical characteristics.
Prevention is designing quality into deliverables. Keeping errors out of the process.
Inspection to find quality issues. Keeping errors out of the hands of the customer.
Attribute sampling: the result either conforms or does not conform.
Variable sampling: the result is rated on a continuous scale that measures the degree of conformity;
Tolerances specified range of acceptable results
Control limits that identify the boundaries of common variation in a statistically stable process or process
performance.
Cost of quality (COQ) includes all costs incurred over the life of the product by investment in preventing
nonconformance to requirements, appraising the product or service for conformance to requirements, and
failing to meet requirements (rework).
Failure costs are often categorized into internal (found by the project team) and external (found by the
customer). Failure costs are also called the cost of poor quality.
Levels of Increasingly Effective Quality Management
There are five levels of increasingly effective quality management as follows:
 Usually, the most expensive approach is to let the customer find the defects. This approach can lead to
warranty issues, recalls, loss of reputation, and rework costs.
 Detect and correct the defects before the deliverables are sent to the customer as part of the quality
control process. The control quality process has related costs, which are mainly the appraisal costs and
internal failure costs.
 Use quality assurance to examine and correct the process itself and not just special defects.
 Incorporate quality into the planning and designing of the project and product.
 Create a culture throughout the organization that is aware and committed to quality in processes and
products.
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TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROJECT QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Modern quality management approaches seek to minimize variation and to deliver results that meet defined
stakeholder requirements. Trends in Project Quality Management include but are not limited to:
 Customer satisfaction. Understand, evaluate, define, and manage requirements so that customer
expectations are met. This requires a combination of conformance to requirements (to ensure the
project produces what it was created to produce) and fitness for use (the product or service needs to
satisfy the real needs). In agile environments, stakeholder engagement with the team ensures customer
satisfaction is maintained throughout the project.
 Continual improvement. The plan-do-check-act (PDCA) cycle is the basis for quality improvement
as defined by Shewhart and modified by Deming. In addition, quality improvement initiatives such as
total quality management (TQM), Six Sigma, and Lean Six Sigma may improve both the quality of
project management, as well as the quality of the end product, service, or result.
 Management responsibility. Success requires the participation of all members of the project team.
Management retains, within its responsibility for quality, a related responsibility to provide suitable
resources at adequate capacities.
 Mutually beneficial partnership with suppliers. An organization and its suppliers are
interdependent. Relationships based on partnership and cooperation with the supplier are more
beneficial to the organization and to the suppliers than traditional supplier management. The
organization should prefer long-term relationships over short-term gains. A mutually beneficial
relationship enhances the ability for both the organization and the suppliers to create value for each
other, enhances the joint responses to customer needs and expectations, and optimizes costs and
resources.
TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Each project is unique; therefore, the project manager will need to tailor the way Project Quality Management
processes are applied. Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
Policy compliance and auditing. What quality policies and procedures exist in the organization? What quality
tools, techniques, and templates are used in the organization?
Standards and regulatory compliance. Are there any specific quality standards in the industry that need to
be applied? Are there any specific governmental, legal, or regulatory constraints that need to be taken into
consideration?
Continuous improvement. How will quality improvement be managed in the project? Is it managed at the
organizational level or at the level of each project?
Stakeholder engagement. Is there a collaborative environment for stakeholders and suppliers?
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
In order to navigate changes, agile methods call for frequent quality and review steps built in throughout the
project rather than toward the end of the project. Recurring retrospectives regularly check on the effectiveness
of the quality processes. They look for the root cause of issues then suggest trials of new approaches to
improve quality. Subsequent retrospectives evaluate any trial processes to determine if they are working and
should be continued or new adjusting or should be dropped from use. In order to facilitate frequent,
incremental delivery, agile methods focus on small batches of work, incorporating as many elements of project
deliverables as possible. Small batch systems aim to uncover inconsistencies and quality issues earlier in the
project life cycle when the overall costs of change are lower.
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8.1 PLAN QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Plan Quality Management is the process of identifying quality requirements and/or standards for the project
and its deliverables, and documenting how the project will demonstrate compliance with quality requirements
and/or standards. The key benefit of this process is that it provides guidance and direction on how quality will
be managed and verified throughout the project. This process is performed once or at predefined points in the
project. The inputs and outputs of this process are depicted in Figure below.

Quality planning should be performed in parallel with the other planning processes. For example, changes
proposed in the deliverables in order to meet identified quality standards may require cost or schedule
adjustments and a detailed risk analysis of the impact to plans. The quality planning techniques discussed here
are those used most frequently on projects. There are many others that may be useful on certain projects or in
specific application areas.
8.2 MANAGE QUALITY
Manage Quality is the process of translating the quality management plan into executable quality activities that
incorporate the organization’s quality policies into the project. The key benefits of this process are that it
increases the probability of meeting the quality objectives as well as identifying ineffective processes and
causes of poor quality. Manage Quality uses the data and results from the control quality process to reflect the
overall quality status of the project to the stakeholders. This process is performed throughout the project. The
inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in Figure below.
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Manage Quality is sometimes called quality assurance, although Manage Quality has a broader definition than
quality assurance as it is used in non-project work. In project management, the focus of quality assurance is on
the processes used in the project. Quality assurance is about using project processes effectively. It involves
following and meeting standards to assure stakeholders that the final product will meet their needs,
expectations, and requirements. Manage Quality includes all the quality assurance activities, and is also
concerned with the product design aspects and process improvements. Manage Quality work will fall under the
conformance work category in the cost of quality framework.
The Manage Quality process implements a set of planned and systematic acts and processes defined within the
project’s quality management plan that helps to:
 Design an optimal and mature product by implementing specific design guidelines that address
specific aspects of the product,
 Build confidence that a future output will be completed in a manner that meets the specified
requirements and expectations through quality assurance tools and techniques such as quality audits
and failure analysis,
 Confirm that the quality processes are used and that their use meets the quality objectives of the
project, and
 Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of processes and activities to achieve better results and
performance and enhance stakeholders’ satisfaction.
Manage Quality is considered the work of everybody—the project manager, the project team, the project
sponsor, the management of the performing organization, and even the customer. All of these have roles in
managing quality in the project, though the roles differ in size and effort. The level of participation in the
quality management effort may differ between industries and project management styles. In agile projects,
quality management is performed by all team members throughout the project, but in traditional projects,
quality management is often the responsibility of specific team members.

8.3 CONTROL QUALITY
Control Quality is the process of monitoring and recording results of executing the quality management
activities in order to assess performance and ensure the project outputs are complete, correct, and meet
customer expectations. The key benefit of this process is verifying that project deliverables and work meet the
requirements specified by key stakeholders for final acceptance. The Control Quality process determines if the
project outputs do what they were intended to do. Those outputs need to comply with all applicable standards,
requirements, regulations, and specifications. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs,
tools and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in Figure below.
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The Control Quality process is performed to measure the completeness, compliance, and fitness for use of a
product or service prior to user acceptance and final delivery. This is done by measuring all steps, attributes,
and variables used to verify conformance or compliance to the specifications stated during the planning stage.
Quality control should be performed throughout the project to formally demonstrate, with reliable data, that the
sponsor’s and/or customer’s acceptance criteria have been met.
The level of effort to control quality and the degree of implementation may differ between industries and
project management styles; in pharmaceutical, health, transportation, and nuclear industries, for example, there
may be stricter quality control procedures compared to other industries, and the effort needed to meet the
standards may be extensive. For example, in agile projects, the Control Quality activities may be performed by
all team members throughout the project life cycle. In waterfall model-based projects, the quality control
activities are performed at specific times, toward the end of the project or phase, by specified team members.
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SECTION 9
PROJECT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Project Resource Management includes the processes to identify, acquire, and manage the resources needed for
the successful completion of the project. These processes help ensure that the right resources will be available
to the project manager and project team at the right time and place. The Project Resource Management
processes are:
9.1 Plan Resource Management—The process of defining how to estimate, acquire, manage, and utilize
physical and team resources.
9.2 Estimate Activity Resources—The process of estimating team resources and the type and quantities of
material, equipment, and supplies necessary to perform project work.
9.3 Acquire Resources—The process of obtaining team members, facilities, equipment, materials, supplies,
and other resources necessary to complete project work.
9.4 Develop Team—The process of improving competencies, team member interaction, and the overall team
environment to enhance project performance.
9.5 Manage Team—The process of tracking team member performance, providing feedback, resolving issues,
and managing team changes to optimize project performance.
9.6 Control Resources—The process of ensuring that the physical resources assigned and allocated to the
project are available as planned, as well as monitoring the planned versus actual use of resources, and
performing corrective action as necessary.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The project team consists of individuals with assigned roles and responsibilities who work collectively to
achieve a shared project goal. The project manager should invest suitable effort in acquiring, managing,
motivating, and empowering the project team. Although specific roles and responsibilities for the project team
members are assigned, the involvement of all team members in project planning and decision making is
beneficial. Participation of team members during planning adds their expertise to the process and strengthens
their commitment to the project.
The project manager should be both leader and manager of the project team. In addition to project management
activities such as initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing the various project
phases, the project manager is responsible for the team formation as an effective group. The project manager
should be aware of different aspects that influence the team, such as:
 Team environment,
 Geographical locations of team members,
 Communications among stakeholders,
 Organizational change management,
 Internal and external politics,
 Cultural issues and organizational uniqueness, and
 Other factors that may alter project performance.
As a leader, the project manager is also responsible for proactively developing team skills and competencies
while retaining and improving team satisfaction and motivation. The project manager should be aware of, and
subscribe to, professional and ethical behavior, and ensure that all team members adhere to these behaviors.
Physical resource management is concentrated in allocating and using the physical resources (material,
equipment, and supplies, for example) needed for successful completion of the project in an efficient and
effective way. In order to do that, organizations should have data on resource demands (now and in the
reasonable future), resource configurations that will be required to meet those demands, and the supply of
resources. Failing to manage and control resources efficiently is a source of risk for successful project
completion.
For example:
 Failing to secure critical equipment or infrastructure on time may result in delays in the manufacturing
of the final product,
 Ordering low-quality material may damage the quality of the product causing a high rate of recalls or
rework, and
 Keeping too much inventory may result in high operations costs and reduce the organization’s profit.
Unacceptably low inventory level, on the other hand, may result in not satisfying customer demand
and, again, reduce the organization’s profit.
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TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROJECT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Project management styles are shifting away from a command and control structure for managing projects and
toward a more collaborative and supportive management approach that empowers teams by delegating
decision making to the team members. In addition, modern project resource management approaches seek to
optimize resource utilization. Trends and emerging practices for Project Resource Management include but are
not limited to:
 Resource management methods. Due to the scarce nature of critical resources, in some industries,
several trends have become popular in the past several years. There is extensive literature about lean
management, just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing, Kaizen, total productive maintenance (TPM), theory
of constraints (TOC), and other methods. A project manager should determine if the performing
organization has adopted one or more resource management tools and adapt the project accordingly.
 Emotional intelligence (EI). The project manager should invest in personal EI by improving inbound
(e.g., self-management and self-awareness) and outbound (e.g., relationship management)
competencies. Research suggests that project teams that succeed in developing team EI or become an
emotionally competent group are more effective. Additionally, there is a reduction in staff turnover.
 Self-organizing teams. The increase in using agile approaches mainly for the execution of IT projects
has given rise to the self-organizing team, where the team functions with an absence of centralized
control. In projects that have self-organizing teams, the project manager (who may not be called a
project manager) role provides the team with the environment and support needed and trusts the team
to get the job done. Successful self-organizing teams usually consist of generalized specialists, instead
of subject matter experts, who continuously adapt to the changing environment and embrace
constructive feedback.
 Virtual teams/distributed teams. The globalization of projects has promoted the need for virtual
teams that work on the same project, but are not co-located at the same site. The availability of
communication technology such as email, audio conferencing, social media, web-based meetings, and
video conferencing has made virtual teams feasible. Managing virtual teams has unique advantages,
such as being able to use special expertise on a project team even when the expert is not in the same
geographic area, incorporating employees who work from home offices, and including people with
mobility limitations or disabilities. The challenges of managing virtual teams are mainly in the
communication domain, including a possible feeling of isolation, gaps in sharing knowledge and
experience between team members, and difficulties in tracking progress and productivity, possible
time zone difference and cultural differences.
TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Because each project is unique, the project manager will need to tailor the way Project Resource Management
processes are applied. Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
Diversity. What is the diversity background of the team?
Physical location. What is the physical location of team members and physical resources?
Industry-specific resources. What special resources are needed in the industry?
Acquisition of team members. How will team members be acquired for the project? Are team resources fulltime or part-time on the project?
Management of team. How is team development managed for the project? Are there organizational tools to
manage team development or will new ones need to be established? Are there team members who have special
needs? Will the team need special training to manage diversity?
Life cycle approaches. What life cycle approach will be used on the project?
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
Projects with high variability benefit from team structures that maximize focus and collaboration, such as selforganizing teams with generalizing specialists.
Collaboration is intended to boost productivity and facilitate innovative problem solving. Collaborative teams
may facilitate accelerated integration of distinct work activities, improve communication, increase knowledge
sharing, and provide flexibility of work assignments in addition to other advantages.
Although the benefits of collaboration also apply to other project environments, collaborative teams are often
critical to the success of projects with a high degree of variability and rapid changes, because there is less time
for centralized tasking and decision making.
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Planning for physical and human resources is much less predictable in projects with high variability. In these
environments, agreements for fast supply and lean methods are critical to controlling costs and achieving the
schedule.
9.1 PLAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT Plan Resource Management is the process of defining how to
estimate, acquire, manage, and use team and physical resources. The key benefit of this process is that it
establishes the approach and level of management effort needed for managing project resources based on the
type and complexity of the project. This process is performed once or at predefined points in the project. The
inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.

Resource planning is used to determine and identify an approach to ensure that sufficient resources are
available for the successful completion of the project. Project resources may include team members, supplies,
materials, equipment, services and facilities. Effective resource planning should consider and plan for the
availability of, or competition for, scarce resources.
Those resources can be obtained from the organization’s internal assets or from outside the organization
through a procurement process. Other projects may be competing for the same resources required for the
project at the same time and location. This may significantly impact project costs, schedules, risks, quality, and
other project areas.
9.2 ESTIMATE ACTIVITY RESOURCES
Estimate Activity Resources is the process of estimating team resources and the type and quantities of
materials, equipment, and supplies necessary to perform project work. The key benefit of this process is that it
identifies the type, quantity, and characteristics of resources required to complete the project. This process is
performed periodically throughout the project as needed. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of this
process are depicted in Figure below.
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9.3 ACQUIRE RESOURCES
Acquire Resources is the process of obtaining team members, facilities, equipment, materials, supplies, and
other resources necessary to complete project work. The key benefit of this process is that it outlines and
guides the selection of resources and assigns them to their respective activities. This process is performed
periodically throughout the project as needed. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are
depicted in Figure below.

The resources needed for the project can be internal or external to the project-performing organization. Internal
resources are acquired (assigned) from functional or resource managers. External resources are acquired
through the procurement processes.
The project management team may or may not have direct control over resource selection because of collective
bargaining agreements, use of subcontractor personnel, a matrix project environment, internal or external
reporting relationships, or other reasons. It is important that the following factors are considered during the
process of acquiring the project resources:
 The project manager or project team should effectively negotiate and influence others who are in a
position to provide the required team and physical resources for the project.
 Failure to acquire the necessary resources for the project may affect project schedules, budgets,
customer satisfaction, quality, and risks. Insufficient resources or capabilities decrease the probability
of success and, in a worst-case scenario, could result in project cancellation.
 If the team resources are not available due to constraints such as economic factors or assignment to
other projects, the project manager or project team may be required to assign alternative resources,
perhaps with different competencies or costs. Alternative resources are allowed provided there is no
violation of legal, regulatory, mandatory, or other specific criteria.
These factors should be considered and accounted for in the planning stages of the project. The project
manager or project management team will be required to document the impact of the unavailability of required
resources in the project schedule, project budget, project risks, project quality, training plans, and other project
management plans.
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9.4 DEVELOP TEAM
Develop Team is the process of improving competencies, team member interaction, and the overall team
environment to enhance project performance. The key beneﬁt of this process is that it results in improved
teamwork, enhanced interpersonal skills and competencies, motivated employees, reduced attrition, and
improved overall project performance. This process is performed throughout the project.
The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.

Project managers require the skills to identify, build, maintain, motivate, lead, and inspire project teams to
achieve high team performance and to meet the project’s objectives. Teamwork is a critical factor for project
success, and developing effective project teams is one of the primary responsibilities of the project manager.
Project managers should create an environment that facilitates teamwork and continually motivates the team
by providing challenges and opportunities, providing timely feedback and support as needed, and recognizing
and rewarding good performance. High team performance can be achieved by employing these behaviors:
 Using open and effective communication,
 Creating team-building opportunities,
 Developing trust among team members,
 Managing conﬂicts in a constructive manner,
 Encouraging collaborative problem solving, and
 Encouraging collaborative decision making.
Project managers operate in a global environment and work on projects characterized by cultural diversity.
Team members often have diverse industry experience, communicate in multiple languages, and sometimes
work with a ―team language‖ or cultural norm that may be different from their native one. The project
management team should capitalize on cultural differences, focus on developing and sustaining the project
team throughout the project life cycle, and promote working together interdependently in a climate of mutual
trust. Developing the project team improves the people skills, technical competencies, and overall team
environment and project performance. It requires clear, timely, effective, and efﬁcient communication between
team members throughout the life of the project. Objectives of developing a project team include but are not
limited to:





Improving the knowledge and skills of team members to increase their ability to complete project
deliverables, while lowering costs, reducing schedules, and improving quality;
Improving feelings of trust and agreement among team members to raise morale, lower conﬂict, and
increase teamwork;
Creating a dynamic, cohesive, and collaborative team culture to: (1) improve individual and team
productivity, team spirit, and cooperation; and (2) allow cross-training and mentoring between team
members to share knowledge and expertise; and
Empowering the team to participate in decision making and take ownership of the provided solutions
to improve team productivity for more effective and efﬁcient results.
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STAGES OF TEAM DEVELOPMENT
One of the models used to describe team development is the Tuckman ladder, which includes ﬁve stages of
development that teams may go through.






Forming. This phase is where the team members meet and learn about the project and their formal
roles and responsibilities. Team members tend to be independent and not as open in this phase.
Storming. During this phase, the team begins to address the project work, technical decisions, and the
project management approach. If team members are not collaborative or open to differing ideas and
perspectives, the environment can become counterproductive.
Norming. In this phase, team members begin to work together and adjust their work habits and
behaviors to support the team. The team members learn to trust each other.
Performing. Teams that reach the performing stage function as a well-organized unit. They are
interdependent and work through issues smoothly and effectively.
Adjourning. In this phase, the team completes the work and moves on from the project. This typically
occurs when staff is released from the project as deliverables are completed or as part of the Close
Project or Phase process.

The duration of a particular stage depends upon team dynamics, team size, and team leadership. Project
managers should have a good understanding of team dynamics in order to move their team members through
all stages in an effective manner.
9.5 MANAGE TEAM
Manage Team is the process of tracking team member performance, providing feedback, resolving issues, and
managing team changes to optimize project performance. The key beneﬁt of this process is that it inﬂuences
team behavior, manages conﬂict, and resolves issues. This process is performed throughout the project.
The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in figure below.

Managing the project team requires a variety of management and leadership skills for fostering teamwork and
integrating the efforts of team members to create high-performance teams. Team management involves a
combination of skills with special emphasis on communication, conﬂict management, negotiation, and
leadership. Project managers should provide challenging assignments to team members and provide
recognition for high performance.
The project manager needs to be sensitive to both the willingness and the ability of team members to perform
their work and adjust their management and leadership styles accordingly. Team members with low-skill
abilities will require more intensive oversight than those who have demonstrated ability and experience.
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CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN TEAMS
Conﬂict is inevitable in a project environment. Sources of conﬂict include scarce resources, scheduling
priorities, and personal work styles. Team ground rules, group norms, and solid project management practices,
like communication planning and role deﬁnition, reduce the amount of conﬂict. Successful conﬂict
management results in greater productivity and positive working relationships. When managed properly,
differences of opinion can lead to increased creativity and better decision making. If the differences become a
negative factor, project team members are initially responsible for their resolution. If conﬂict escalates, the
project manager should help facilitate a satisfactory resolution. Conﬂict should be addressed early and usually
in private, using a direct, collaborative approach. If disruptive conﬂict continues, formal procedures may be
used, including disciplinary actions.
The success of project managers in managing their project teams often depends on their ability to resolve
conﬂict. Different project managers may use different conﬂict resolution methods.
Factors that inﬂuence conﬂict resolution methods include:
 Importance and intensity of the conﬂict,
 Time pressure for resolving the conﬂict,
 Relative power of the people involved in the conﬂict,
 Importance of maintaining a good relationship, and
 Motivation to resolve conﬂict on a long-term or short-term basis.
Conflict Resolution Techniques
There are ﬁve general techniques for resolving conﬂict. Each technique has its place and use:
 Withdraw/avoid. Retreating from an actual or potential conﬂict situation; postponing the issue to be
better prepared or to be resolved by others.
 Smooth/accommodate. Emphasizing areas of agreement rather than areas of difference; conceding
one’s position to the needs of others to maintain harmony and relationships.
 Compromise/reconcile. Searching for solutions that bring some degree of satisfaction to all parties in
order to temporarily or partially resolve the conﬂict. This approach occasionally results in a lose-lose
situation.
 Force/direct. Pushing one’s viewpoint at the expense of others; offering only win-lose solutions,
usually enforced through a power position to resolve an emergency. This approach often results to a
win-lose situation.
 Collaborate/problem solve. Incorporating multiple viewpoints and insights from differing
perspectives; requires a cooperative attitude and open dialogue that typically leads to consensus and
commitment. This approach can result in a win-win situation.
9.6 CONTROL RESOURCES
Control Resources is the process of ensuring that the physical resources assigned and allocated to the project
are available as planned, as well as monitoring the planned versus actual utilization of resources and taking
corrective action as necessary. The key beneﬁt of this process is ensuring that the assigned resources are
available to the project at the right time and in the right place and are released when no longer needed. This
process is performed throughout the project. The inputs and outputs of this process are depicted in Figure
below.
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The Control Resources process should be performed continuously in all project phases and throughout the
project life cycle. The resources needed for the project should be assigned and released at the right time, right
place, and right amount for the project to continue without delays. The Control Resources process is concerned
with physical resources such as equipment, materials, facilities, and infrastructure. Team members are
addressed in the Manage Team process.
The Control Resources techniques discussed here are those used most frequently on projects. There are many
others that may be useful on certain projects or in some application areas.
Updating resource allocation requires knowing what actual resources have been used to date and what is still
needed. This is done mainly by reviewing the performance usage to date. Control Resources is concerned with:
 Monitoring resource expenditures,
 Identifying and dealing with resource shortage/surplus in a timely manner,
 Ensuring that resources are used and released according to the plan and project needs,
 Informing appropriate stakeholders if any issues arise with relevant resources,
 Inﬂuencing the factors that can create resources utilization change, and
 Managing the actual changes as they occur.
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SECTION 9
PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
Project Communications Management includes the processes necessary to ensure that the information needs of
the project and its stakeholders are met through development of artifacts and implementation of activities
designed to achieve effective information exchange. Project Communications Management consists of two
parts. The ﬁrst part is developing a strategy to ensure communication is effective for stakeholders. The second
part is carrying out the activities necessary to implement the communication strategy.
The Project Communications Management processes are:
10.1 Plan Communications Management—The process of developing an appropriate approach and plan for
project communication activities based on the information needs of each stakeholder or group, available
organizational assets, and the needs of the project.
10.2 Manage Communications—The process of ensuring timely and appropriate collection, creation,
distribution, storage, retrieval, management, monitoring, and the ultimate disposition of project information.
10.3 Monitor Communications—The process of ensuring the information needs of the project and its
stakeholders are met.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
Communication is the exchange of information, intended or involuntary. The information exchanged can be in
the form of ideas, instructions, or emotions.
The mechanisms by which information is exchanged can be in:
 Written form. Either physical or electronic.
 Spoken. Either face-to-face or remote.
 Formal or informal (as in formal papers or social media).
 Through gestures. Tone of voice and facial expressions.
 Through media. Pictures, actions, or even just the choice of words.
 Choice of words. There is often more than one word to express an idea; there can be subtle
differences in the meaning of each of these words and phrases.
Communications describe the possible means by which the information can be sent or received, either through
communication activities, such as meetings and presentations, or artifacts, such as emails, social media, project
reports, or project documentation.
Project managers spend most of their time communicating with team members and other project stakeholders,
both internal (at all organizational levels) and external to the organization. Effective communication builds a
bridge between diverse stakeholders who may have different cultural and organizational backgrounds as well
as different levels of expertise, perspectives, and interests.
Communication activities have many dimensions, including but not limited to:
 Internal. Focus on stakeholders within the project and within the organization.
 External. Focus on external stakeholders such as customers, vendors, other projects, organizations,
government, the public, and environmental advocates.
 Formal. Reports, formal meetings (both regular and ad hoc), meeting agendas and minutes,
stakeholder brieﬁngs, and presentations.
 Informal. General communications activities using emails, social media, websites, and informal ad
hoc discussions.
 Hierarchical focus. The position of the stakeholder or group with respect to the project team will
affect the format and content of the message, in the following ways:
o Upward. Senior management stakeholders.
o Downward. The team and others who will contribute to the work of the project.
o Horizontal. Peers of the project manager or team.
 Official. Annual reports; reports to regulators or government bodies.
 Unofficial. Communications that focus on establishing and maintaining the proﬁle and recognition of
the project and building strong relationships between the project team and its stakeholders using
ﬂexible and often informal means.
 Written and oral. Verbal (words and voice inﬂections) and nonverbal (body language and actions),
social media and websites, media releases.
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Communication develops the relationships necessary for successful project and program outcomes.
Communication activities and artifacts to support communication vary widely, ranging from emails and
informal conversations to formal meetings and regular project reports. The act of sending and receiving
information takes place consciously or unconsciously through words, facial expressions, gestures and
other actions. In the context of successfully managing project relationships with stakeholders,
communication includes developing strategies and plans for suitable communications artifacts and
activities with the stakeholder community and the application of skills to enhance the effectiveness of the
planned and other ad hoc communications.
There are two parts to successful communication. The ﬁrst part involves developing an appropriate
communication strategy based on both the needs of the project and the project’s stakeholders. From that
strategy, a communications management plan is developed to ensure that the appropriate messages are
communicated to stakeholders in various formats and various means as deﬁned by the communication
strategy. These messages constitute the project’s communications—the second part of successful
communication. Project communications are the products of the planning process, addressed by the
communications management plan that deﬁnes the collection, creation, dissemination, storage, retrieval,
management, tracking, and disposition of these communications artifacts. Finally, the communication
strategy and communications management plan will form the foundation to monitor the effect of the
communication.
The project’s communications are supported by efforts to prevent misunderstandings and
miscommunication and by careful selection of the methods, messengers, and messages developed from the
planning process.
Misunderstandings can be reduced but not eliminated through using the 5Cs of written communications in
composing a traditional (non-social media) written or spoken message:
 Correct grammar and spelling. Poor use of grammar or inaccurate spelling can be distracting
and can also introduce distortions in the message, diminishing credibility.
 Concise expression and elimination of excess words. A concise, well-crafted message reduces
the opportunities for misunderstanding the intent of the message.
 Clear purpose and expression directed to the needs of the reader. Ensure that the needs and
interests of the audience are factored into the message.
 Coherent logical flow of ideas. A coherent logical ﬂow of ideas and using ―markers‖ such as
introduction and summaries of the ideas throughout the writing.
 Controlling flow of words and ideas. Controlling the flow of words and ideas may involve
graphics or just summaries.
The 5Cs of written communications are supported by communication skills, such as:
 Listening actively. Staying engaged with the speaker and summarizing conversations to ensure
effective information exchange.
 Awareness of cultural and personal differences. Developing the team’s awareness of cultural and
personal differences to reduce misunderstandings and enhance communication capability.
 Identifying, setting, and managing stakeholder expectations. Negotiating with stakeholders
reduces the existence of conﬂicting expectations among the stakeholder community.
 Enhancement of skills. Enhancing the skills of all team members in the following activities:
o Persuading a person, a team, or an organization to perform an action;
o Motivating people and providing encouragement or reassurance;
o Coaching to improve performance and achieve desired results;
o Negotiating to achieve mutually acceptable agreements between parties and reduce approval
or decision delays; and
o Resolving conﬂict to prevent disruptive impacts.
The fundamental attributes of effective communication activities and developing effective
communication artifacts are:
 Clarity on the purpose of the communication—deﬁning its purpose;
 Understanding as much as possible about the receiver of the communications, meeting needs, and
preferences; and
 Monitoring and measuring the effectiveness of the communications.
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TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
Along with a focus on stakeholders and recognition of the value to projects and organizations of effective
stakeholder engagement comes the recognition that developing and implementing appropriate communication
strategies is vital to maintaining effective relationships with stakeholders. Trends and emerging practices for
Project Communications Management include but are not limited to:
 Inclusion of stakeholders in project reviews. The stakeholder community of each project includes
individuals, groups, and organizations that the project team has identiﬁed as essential to the successful
delivery of project objectives and organizational outcomes. An effective communication strategy
requires regular and timely reviews of the stakeholder community and updates to manage changes in
its membership and attitudes.
 Inclusion of stakeholders in project meetings. Project meetings should include stakeholders from
outside the project and even the organization, where appropriate. Practices inherent in the agile
approaches can be applied to all types of projects. Practices often include short, daily standup
meetings, where the achievements and issues of the previous day, and plans for the current day’s
work, are discussed with the project team and key stakeholders.
 Increased use of social computing. Social computing in the form of infrastructure, social media
services, and personal devices has changed how organizations and their people communicate and do
business. Social computing incorporates different approaches to collaboration supported by public IT
infrastructure. Social networking refers to how users build networks of relationships to explore their
interests and activities with others. Social media tools can not only support information exchange, but
also build relationships accompanied by deeper levels of trust and community.
 Multifaceted approaches to communication. The standard communication strategy for project
stakeholder communications embraces and selects from all technologies and respects cultural,
practical, and personal preferences for language, media, content, and delivery. When appropriate,
social media and other advanced computing technologies may be included. Multifaceted approaches
such as these are more effective for communicating to stakeholders from different generations and
cultures.
TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Because each project is unique, the project team will need to tailor the way that Project Communications
Management processes are applied.
Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
 Stakeholders. Are the stakeholders internal or external to the organization, or both?
 Physical location. What is the physical location of team members? Is the team colocated? Is the team
in the same geographical area? Is the team distributed across multiple time zones?
 Communications technology. What technology is available to develop, record, transmit, retrieve,
track, and store communication artifacts? What technologies are most appropriate and cost effective
for communicating to stakeholders?
 Language. Language is a main factor to consider in communication activities. Is one language used?
Or are many languages used? Have allowances been made to adjust to the complexity of team
members from diverse language groups?
 Knowledge management. Does the organization have a formal knowledge management repository? Is
the repository used?
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
Project environments subject to various elements of ambiguity and change have an inherent need to
communicate evolving and emerging details more frequently and quickly. This motivates streamlining team
member access to information, frequent team checkpoints, and co-locating team members as much as possible.
In addition, posting project artifacts in a transparent fashion, and holding regular stakeholder reviews are
intended to promote communication with management and stakeholders.
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10.1 PLAN COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
Plan Communications Management is the process of developing an appropriate approach and plan for project
communications activities based on the information needs of each stakeholder or group, available
organizational assets, and the needs of the project. The key beneﬁt of this process is a documented approach to
effectively and efﬁciently engage stakeholders by presenting relevant information in a timely manner. This
process is performed periodically throughout the project as needed. The inputs, tools and techniques, and
outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.

An effective communications management plan that recognizes the diverse information needs of the project’s
stakeholders is developed early in the project life cycle. It should be reviewed regularly and modiﬁed when
necessary, when the stakeholder community changes or at the start of each new project phase.
On most projects, communications planning is performed very early, during stakeholder identiﬁcation and
project management plan development.
While all projects share the need to communicate project information, the information needs and methods of
distribution may vary widely. In addition, the methods of storage, retrieval, and ultimate disposition of the
project information need to be considered and documented during this process. The results of the Plan
Communications Management process should be reviewed regularly throughout the project and revised as
needed to ensure continued applicability.
COMMUNICATION MODELS
Communication models can represent the communication process in its most basic linear form (sender and
receiver), in a more interactive form that encompasses the additional element of feedback (sender, receiver,
and feedback), or in a more complex model that incorporates the human elements of the sender(s) or
receiver(s) and attempts to show the complexity of any communication that involves people.


Sample basic sender/receiver communication model. This model describes communication as a
process and consists of two parties, deﬁned as the sender and receiver. This model is concerned with
ensuring that the message is delivered, rather than understood. The sequence of steps in a basic
communication model is:
o Encode. The message is coded into symbols, such as text, sound or some other medium for
transmission (sending).
o Transmit message. The message is sent via a communication channel. The transmission of
this message may be compromised by various physical factors such as unfamiliar technology
or inadequate infrastructure. Noise and other factors may be present and contribute to loss of
information in transmission and/or reception of the message.
o Decode. The data received is translated by the receiver back into a form useful to the receiver.
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Sample interactive communication model. This model also describes communication as a process
consisting of two parties, the sender and receiver, but recognizes the need to ensure that the message
has been understood. In this model, noise includes any interference or barriers that might compromise
the understanding of the message, such as the distraction of the receiver, variations in the perceptions
of receivers, or lack of appropriate knowledge or interest. The additional steps in an interactive
communication model are:
o Acknowledge. Upon receipt of a message, the receiver may signal (acknowledge) receipt of
the message, but this does not necessarily mean agreement with or comprehension of the
message—merely that it has been received.
o Feedback/response. When the received message has been decoded and understood, the
receiver encodes thoughts and ideas into a message and then transmits this message to the
original sender. If the sender perceives that the feedback matches the original message, the
communication has been successful. In communication between people, feedback can be
achieved through active listening.

As part of the communication process, the sender is responsible for the transmission of the message, ensuring
the information being communicated is clear and complete, and conﬁrming the message is correctly
interpreted. The receiver is responsible for ensuring that the information is received in its entirety, interpreted
correctly, and acknowledged or responded to appropriately. These components take place in an environment
where there will likely be noise and other barriers to effective communication.
Cross-cultural communication presents challenges to ensuring that the meaning of the message has been
understood. Differences in communication styles can arise from differences in working methods, age,
nationality, professional discipline, ethnicity, race, or gender. People from different cultures communicate
using different languages (e.g., technical design documents, different styles) and expect different processes and
protocols.
The communication model shown in Figure below incorporates the idea that the message itself and how it is
transmitted are inﬂuenced by the sender’s current emotional state, knowledge, background, personality,
culture, and biases. Similarly, the receiver’s emotional state knowledge, background, personality, culture, and
biases will inﬂuence how the message is received and interpreted, and will contribute to the barriers or noise.
This communication model and its enhancements can assist in developing communication strategies and plans
for person-to-person or even small group to small group communications. It is not useful for other
communications artifacts such as emails, broadcast messages, or social media.
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COMMUNICATION METHODS
There are several communication methods that are used to share information among project stakeholders.
These methods are broadly classiﬁed as follows:
Interactive communication. Between two or more parties performing a multidirectional exchange of
information in real time. It employs communications artifacts such as meetings, phone calls, instant messaging,
some forms of social media, and videoconferencing.
Push communication. Sent or distributed directly to speciﬁc recipients who need to receive the information.
This ensures that the information is distributed but does not ensure that it actually reached or was understood
by the intended audience. Push communications artifacts include letters, memos, reports, emails, faxes, voice
mails, blogs, and press releases.
Pull communication. Used for large complex information sets, or for large audiences, and requires the
recipients to access content at their own discretion subject to security procedures. These methods include web
portals, intranet sites, e-learning, lessons learned databases, or knowledge repositories.
Different approaches should be applied to meet the needs of the major forms of communication deﬁned in the
communications management plan:
Interpersonal communication. Information is exchanged between individuals, typically face-to-face. Small
group communication. Occurs within groups of around three to six people.
Public communication. A single speaker addressing a group of people.
Mass communication. There is a minimal connection between the person or group sending the message and
the large, sometimes anonymous groups for whom the information is intended.
Networks and social computing communication. Supports emerging communication trends of many-tomany supported by social computing technology and media.
10.2 MANAGE COMMUNICATIONS
Manage Communications is the process of ensuring timely and appropriate collection, creation, distribution,
storage, retrieval, management, monitoring, and the ultimate disposition of project information. The key
beneﬁt of this process is that it enables an efﬁcient and effective information ﬂow between the project team
and the stakeholders. This process is performed throughout the project.
The Manage Communications process identiﬁes all aspects of effective communication, including choice of
appropriate technologies, methods, and techniques. In addition, it should allow for ﬂexibility in the
communications activities, allowing adjustments in the methods and techniques to accommodate the changing
needs of stakeholders and the project. The inputs, tools, techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in
below.

This process goes beyond the distribution of relevant information and seeks to ensure that the information
being communicated to project stakeholders has been appropriately generated and formatted, and received by
the intended audience. It also provides opportunities for stakeholders to make requests for further information,
clariﬁcation, and discussion.
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Techniques and considerations for effective communications management include but are not limited to:
Sender-receiver models. Incorporating feedback loops to provide opportunities for interaction/participation
and remove barriers to effective communication.
Choice of media. Decisions about application of communications artifacts to meet speciﬁc project needs, such
as when to communicate in writing versus orally, when to prepare an informal memo versus a formal report,
and when to use push/pull options and the choice of appropriate technology.
Writing style. Appropriate use of active versus passive voice, sentence structure, and word choice.
Meeting management. Preparing an agenda, inviting essential participants, and ensuring they attend. Dealing
with conﬂicts within the meeting or resulting from inadequate follow-up of minutes and actions, or attendance
of the wrong people.
Presentations. Awareness of the impact of body language and design of visual aids.
Facilitation. Building consensus and overcoming obstacles such as difﬁcult group dynamics, and maintaining
interest and enthusiasm among group members.
Active listening. Listening actively involves acknowledging, clarifying and conﬁrming, understanding, and
removing barriers that adversely affect comprehension.
10.3 MONITOR COMMUNICATIONS
Monitor Communications is the process of ensuring the information needs of the project and its stakeholders
are met. The key beneﬁt of this process is the optimal information ﬂow as deﬁned in the communications
management plan and the stakeholder engagement plan. This process is performed throughout the project. The
inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.

Monitor Communications determines if the planned communications artifacts and activities have had the
desired effect of increasing or maintaining stakeholders’ support for the project’s deliverables and expected
outcomes. The impact and consequences of project communications should be carefully evaluated and
monitored to ensure that the right message with the right content (the same meaning for sender and receiver) is
delivered to the right audience, through the right channel, and at the right time. Monitor Communications may
require a variety of methods, such as customer satisfaction surveys, collecting lessons learned, observations of
the team, reviewing data from the issue log, or evaluating changes in the stakeholder engagement assessment
matrix.
The Monitor Communications process can trigger an iteration of the Plan Communications Management
and/or Manage Communications processes to improve effectiveness of communication through additional and
possibly amended communications plans and activities. Such iterations illustrate the continuous nature of the
Project Communications Management processes. Issues or key performance indicators, risks, or conﬂicts may
trigger an immediate revision.
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SECTION 11:
PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT
Project Risk Management includes the processes of conducting risk management planning, identiﬁcation,
analysis, response planning, response implementation, and monitoring risk on a project. The objectives of
project risk management are to increase the probability and/or impact of positive risks and to decrease the
probability and/or impact of negative risks, in order to optimize the chances of project success.
The Project Risk Management processes are:
11.1 Plan Risk Management—The process of defining how to conduct risk management activities for a
project.
11.2 Identify Risks—The process of identifying individual project risks as well as sources of overall project
risk, and documenting their characteristics.
11.3 Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis—The process of prioritizing individual project risks for further
analysis or action by assessing their probability of occurrence and impact as well as other characteristics.
11.4 Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis—The process of numerically analyzing the combined effect of
identified individual project risks and other sources of uncertainty on overall project objectives.
11.5 Plan Risk Responses—The process of developing options, selecting strategies, and agreeing on actions
to address overall project risk exposure, as well as to treat individual project risks.
11.6 Implement Risk Responses—The process of implementing agreed-upon risk response plans.
11.7 Monitor Risks—The process of monitoring the implementation of agreed-upon risk response plans,
tracking identified risks, identifying and analyzing new risks, and evaluating risk process effectiveness
throughout the project.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT
All projects are risky since they are unique undertakings with varying degrees of complexity that aim to deliver
beneﬁts. They do this in a context of constraints and assumptions, while responding to stakeholder
expectations that may be conﬂicting and changing. Organizations should choose to take project risk in a
controlled and intentional manner in order to create value while balancing risk and reward.
Project Risk Management aims to identify and manage risks that are not addressed by the other project
management processes. When unmanaged, these risks have the potential to cause the project to deviate from
the plan and fail to achieve the deﬁned project objectives. Consequently, the effectiveness of Project Risk
Management is directly related to project success.
Risk exists at two levels within every project. Each project contains individual risks that can affect the
achievement of project objectives. It is also important to consider the riskiness of the overall project, which
arises from the combination of individual project risks and other sources of uncertainty. Project Risk
Management processes address both levels of risk in projects, and these are deﬁned as follows:
o Individual project risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or
negative effect on one or more project objectives.
o Overall project risk is the effect of uncertainty on the project as a whole, arising from all
sources of uncertainty including individual risks, representing the exposure of stakeholders to
the implications of variations in project outcome, both positive and negative.
Individual project risks can have a positive or negative effect on project objectives if they occur. Project Risk
Management aims to exploit or enhance positive risks (opportunities) while avoiding or mitigating negative
risks (threats). Unmanaged threats may result in issues or problems such as delay, cost overruns, performance
shortfall, or loss of reputation. Opportunities that are captured can lead to beneﬁts such as reduced time and
cost, improved performance, or reputation.
Overall project risk can also be positive or negative. Management of overall project risk aims to keep project
risk exposure within an acceptable range by reducing drivers of negative variation, promoting drivers of
positive variation, and maximizing the probability of achieving overall project objectives.
Risks will continue to emerge during the lifetime of the project, so Project Risk Management processes should
be conducted iteratively. Risk is initially addressed during project planning by shaping the project strategy.
Risk should also be monitored and managed as the project progresses to ensure that the project stays on track
and emergent risks are addressed.
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In order to manage risk effectively on a particular project, the project team needs to know what level of risk
exposure is acceptable in pursuit of the project objectives. This is deﬁned by measurable risk thresholds that
reﬂect the risk appetite of the organization and project stakeholders. Risk thresholds express the degree of
acceptable variation around a project objective. They are explicitly stated and communicated to the project
team and reﬂected in the deﬁnitions of risk impact levels for the project.
TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT
The focus of project risk management is broadening to ensure that all types of risk are considered, and that
project risks are understood in a wider context. Trends and emerging practices for Project Risk Management
include but are not limited to:
Non-event risks. Most projects focus only on risks that are uncertain future events that may or may not occur.
Examples of event-based risks include: a key seller may go out of business during the project, the customer
may change the requirement after design is complete, or a subcontractor may propose enhancements to the
standard operating processes.
There is an increasing recognition that non-event risks need to be identiﬁed and managed.
There are two main types of non-event risks:
Variability risk. Uncertainty exists about some key characteristics of a planned event or activity or
decision. Examples of variability risks include: productivity may be above or below target, the number of
errors found during testing may be higher or lower than expected, or unseasonal weather conditions may occur
during the construction phase.
Ambiguity risk. Uncertainty exists about what might happen in the future. Areas of the project where
imperfect knowledge might affect the project’s ability to achieve its objectives include: elements of the
requirement or technical solution, future developments in regulatory frameworks, or inherent systemic
complexity in the project.
Variability risks can be addressed using Monte Carlo analysis, with the range of variation reﬂected in
probability distributions, followed by actions to reduce the spread of possible outcomes. Ambiguity risks are
managed by deﬁning those areas where there is a deﬁcit of knowledge or understanding, then ﬁlling the gap by
obtaining expert external input or benchmarking against best practices. Ambiguity is also addressed through
incremental development, prototyping, or simulation.
Project resilience. The existence of emergent risk is becoming clear, with a growing awareness of so-called
unknowable-unknowns. These are risks that can only be recognized after they have occurred. Emergent risks
can be tackled through developing project resilience. This requires each project to have:
o Right level of budget and schedule contingency for emergent risks, in addition to a speciﬁc
risk budget for known risks;
o Flexible project processes that can cope with emergent risk while maintaining overall
direction toward project goals, including strong change management;
o Empowered project team that has clear objectives and that is trusted to get the job done within
agreed upon limits;
o Frequent review of early warning signs to identify emergent risks as early as possible; and
o Clear input from stakeholders to clarify areas where the project scope or strategy can be
adjusted in response to emergent risks.
Integrated risk management. Projects exist in an organizational context, and they may form part of a
program or portfolio. Risk exists at each of these levels, and risks should be owned and managed at the
appropriate level. Some risks identiﬁed at higher levels will be delegated to the project team for management,
and some project risks may be escalated to higher levels if they are best managed outside the project. A
coordinated approach to enterprise-wide risk management ensures alignment and coherence in the way risk is
managed across all levels. This builds risk efﬁciency into the structure of programs and portfolios, providing
the greatest overall value for a given level of risk exposure.
TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Because each project is unique, it is necessary to tailor the way Project Risk Management processes are
applied. Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
o Project size. Does the project’s size in terms of budget, duration, scope, or team size require
a more detailed approach to risk management? Or is it small enough to justify a simpliﬁed
risk process?
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o
o
o

Project complexity. Is a robust risk approach demanded by high levels of innovation, new
technology, commercial arrangements, interfaces, or external dependencies that increase
project complexity? Or is the project simple enough that a reduced risk process will sufﬁce?
Project importance. How strategically important is the project? Is the level of risk increased
for this project because it aims to produce breakthrough opportunities, addresses signiﬁcant
blocks to organizational performance, or involves major product innovation?
Development approach. Is this a waterfall project, where risk processes can be followed
sequentially and iteratively, or does the project follow an agile approach where risk is
addressed at the start of each iteration as well as during its execution?

Tailoring of the Project Risk Management processes to meet these considerations is part of the Plan Risk
Management process, and the outcomes of tailoring decisions are recorded in the risk management plan.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
High-variability environments, by deﬁnition, incur more uncertainty and risk. To address this, projects
managed using adaptive approaches make use of frequent reviews of incremental work products and crossfunctional project teams to accelerate knowledge sharing and ensure that risk is understood and managed. Risk
is considered when selecting the content of each iteration, and risks will also be identiﬁed, analyzed, and
managed during each iteration.
Additionally, the requirements are kept as a living document that is updated regularly, and work may be
reprioritized as the project progresses, based on an improved understanding of current risk exposure.
11.1 PLAN RISK MANAGEMENT
Plan Risk Management is the process of deﬁning how to conduct risk management activities for a project. The
key beneﬁt of this process is that it ensures that the degree, type, and visibility of risk management are
proportionate to both risks and the importance of the project to the organization and other stakeholders. This
process is performed once or at predeﬁned points in the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs
of the process are depicted in Figure below.

The Plan Risk Management process should begin when a project is conceived and should be completed early
in the project. It may be necessary to revisit this process later in the project life cycle, for example at a major
phase change, or if the project scope changes signiﬁcantly, or if a subsequent review of risk management
effectiveness determines that the Project Risk Management process requires modiﬁcation.
11.2 IDENTIFY RISKS
Identify Risks is the process of identifying individual project risks as well as sources of overall project risk,
and documenting their characteristics. The key beneﬁt of this process is the documentation of existing
individual project risks and the sources of overall project risk. It also brings together information so the project
team can respond appropriately to identiﬁed risks. This process is performed throughout the project. The
inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.
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Identify Risks considers both individual project risks and sources of overall project risk. Participants in risk
identiﬁcation activities may include the following: project manager, project team members, project risk
specialist (if assigned), customers, subject matter experts from outside the project team, end users, other
project managers, operations managers, stakeholders, and risk management experts within the organization.
While these personnel are often key participants for risk identiﬁcation, all project stakeholders should be
encouraged to identify individual project risks. It is particularly important to involve the project team so they
can develop and maintain a sense of ownership and responsibility for identiﬁed individual project risks, the
level of overall project risk, and associated risk response actions.
When describing and recording individual project risks, a consistent format should be used for risk statements
to ensure that each risk is understood clearly and unambiguously in order to support effective analysis and risk
response development. Risk owners for individual project risks may be nominated as part of the Identify Risks
process, and will be conﬁrmed during the Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis process. Preliminary risk
responses may also be identiﬁed and recorded and will be reviewed and conﬁrmed as part of the Plan Risk
Responses process.
Identify Risks is an iterative process, since new individual project risks may emerge as the project progresses
through its life cycle and the level of overall project risk will also change. The frequency of iteration and
participation in each risk identiﬁcation cycle will vary by situation, and this will be deﬁned in the risk
management plan.
11.3 PERFORM QUALITATIVE RISK ANALYSIS
Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis is the process of prioritizing individual project risks for further analysis or
action by assessing their probability of occurrence and impact as well as other characteristics. The key beneﬁt
of this process is that it focuses efforts on high-priority risks. This process is performed throughout the project.
The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.
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Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis assesses the priority of identiﬁed individual project risks using their
probability of occurrence, the corresponding impact on project objectives if the risks occur, and other factors.
Such assessments are subjective as they are based on perceptions of risk by the project team and other
stakeholders. Effective assessment therefore requires explicit identiﬁcation and management of the risk
attitudes of key participants in the Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis process. Risk perception introduces bias
into the assessment of identiﬁed risks, so attention should be paid to identifying bias and correcting for it.
Where a facilitator is used to support the Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis process, addressing bias is a key
part of the facilitator’s role. An evaluation of the quality of the available information on individual project
risks also helps to clarify the assessment of each risk’s importance to the project.
Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis establishes the relative priorities of individual project risks for Plan Risk
Responses. It identiﬁes a risk owner for each risk who will take responsibility for planning an appropriate risk
response and ensuring that it is implemented. Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis also lays the foundation for
Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis if this process is required.
The Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis process is performed regularly throughout the project life cycle, as
deﬁned in the risk management plan. Often, in an agile development environment, the Perform Qualitative
Risk Analysis process is conducted before the start of each iteration.
11.4 PERFORM QUANTITATIVE RISK ANALYSIS
Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis is the process of numerically analyzing the combined effect of identiﬁed
individual project risks and other sources of uncertainty on overall project objectives. The key beneﬁt of this
process is that it quantiﬁes overall project risk exposure, and it can also provide additional quantitative risk
information to support risk response planning. This process is not required for every project, but where it is
used, it is performed throughout the project. The inputs and outputs of this process are depicted in Figure
below.
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Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis is not required for all projects. Undertaking a robust analysis depends on
the availability of high-quality data about individual project risks and other sources of uncertainty, as well as a
sound underlying project baseline for scope, schedule, and cost. Quantitative risk analysis usually requires
specialized risk software and expertise in the development and interpretation of risk models. It also consumes
additional time and cost. The use of quantitative risk analysis for a project will be speciﬁed in the project’s risk
management plan. It is most likely appropriate for large or complex projects, strategically important projects,
projects for which it is a contractual requirement, or projects in which a key stakeholder requires it.
Quantitative risk analysis is the only reliable method to assess overall project risk through evaluating the
aggregated effect on project outcomes of all individual project risks and other sources of uncertainty.
Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis uses information on individual project risks that have been assessed by the
Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis process as having a signiﬁcant potential to affect the project’s objectives.
Outputs from Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis are used as inputs to the Plan Risk Responses process,
particularly in recommending responses to the level of overall project risk and key individual risks. A
quantitative risk analysis may also be undertaken following the Plan Risk Responses process, to determine the
likely effectiveness of planned responses in reducing overall project risk exposure.
11.5 PLAN RISK RESPONSES
Plan Risk Responses is the process of developing options, selecting strategies, and agreeing on actions to
address overall project risk exposure, as well as to treat individual project risks. The key beneﬁt of this process
is that it identiﬁes appropriate ways to address overall project risk and individual project risks. This process
also allocates resources and inserts activities into project documents and the project management plan as
needed. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the
process are depicted in Figure below.
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Effective and appropriate risk responses can minimize individual threats, maximize individual opportunities,
and reduce overall project risk exposure. Unsuitable risk responses can have the converse effect. Once risks
have been identiﬁed, analyzed, and prioritized, plans should be developed by the nominated risk owner for
addressing every individual project risk the project team considers to be sufﬁciently important, either because
of the threat it poses to the project objectives or the opportunity it offers. The project manager should also
consider how to respond appropriately to the current level of overall project risk.
Risk responses should be appropriate for the signiﬁcance of the risk, cost-effective in meeting the challenge,
realistic within the project context, agreed upon by all parties involved, and owned by a responsible person.
Selecting the optimal risk response from several options is often required. The strategy or mix of strategies
most likely to be effective should be selected for each risk. Structured decision-making techniques may be
used to choose the most appropriate response. For large or complex projects, it may be appropriate to use a
mathematical optimization model or real options analysis as a basis for a more robust economic analysis of
alternative risk response strategies.
Speciﬁc actions are developed to implement the agreed-upon risk response strategy, including primary and
backup strategies, as necessary. A contingency plan (or fallback plan) can be developed for implementation if
the selected strategy turns out not to be fully effective or if an accepted risk occurs. Secondary risks should
also be identiﬁed. Secondary risks are risks that arise as a direct result of implementing a risk response. A
contingency reserve is often allocated for time or cost. If developed, it may include identiﬁcation of the
conditions that trigger its use.
STRATEGIES FOR THREATS
Five alternative strategies may be considered for dealing with threats, as follows:
Escalate. Escalation is appropriate when the project team or the project sponsor agrees that a threat is outside
the scope of the project or that the proposed response would exceed the project manager’s authority. Escalated
risks are managed at the program level, portfolio level, or other relevant part of the organization, and not on
the project level. The project manager determines who should be notiﬁed about the threat and communicates
the details to that person or part of the organization. It is important that ownership of escalated threats is
accepted by the relevant party in the organization. Threats are usually escalated to the level that matches the
objectives that would be affected if the threat occurred. Escalated threats are not monitored further by the
project team after escalation, although they may be recorded in the risk register for information.
Avoid. Risk avoidance is when the project team acts to eliminate the threat or protect the project from its
impact. It may be appropriate for high-priority threats with a high probability of occurrence and a large
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negative impact. Avoidance may involve changing some aspect of the project management plan or changing
the objective that is in jeopardy in order to eliminate the threat entirely, reducing its probability of occurrence
to zero. The risk owner may also take action to isolate the project objectives from the risk’s impact if it were to
occur. Examples of avoidance actions may include removing the cause of a threat, extending the schedule,
changing the project strategy, or reducing scope. Some risks can be avoided by clarifying requirements,
obtaining information, improving communication, or acquiring expertise.
Transfer. Transfer involves shifting ownership of a threat to a third party to manage the risk and to bear the
impact if the threat occurs. Risk transfer often involves payment of a risk premium to the party taking on the
threat. Transfer can be achieved by a range of actions, which include but are not limited to the use of
insurance, performance bonds, warranties, guarantees, etc. Agreements may be used to transfer ownership and
liability for speciﬁed risks to another party.
Mitigate. In risk mitigation, action is taken to reduce the probability of occurrence and/or impact of a threat.
Early mitigation action is often more effective than trying to repair the damage after the threat has occurred.
Adopting less complex processes, conducting more tests, or choosing a more stable seller are examples of
mitigation actions. Mitigation may involve prototype development to reduce the risk of scaling up from a
bench-scale model of a process or product. Where it is not possible to reduce probability, a mitigation response
might reduce the impact by targeting factors that drive the severity. For example, designing redundancy into a
system may reduce the impact from a failure of the original component.
Accept. Risk acceptance acknowledges the existence of a threat, but no proactive action is taken. This strategy
may be appropriate for low-priority threats, and it may also be adopted where it is not possible or cost-effective
to address a threat in any other way. Acceptance can be either active or passive. The most common active
acceptance strategy is to establish a contingency reserve, including amounts of time, money, or resources to
handle the threat if it occurs. Passive acceptance involves no proactive action apart from periodic review of the
threat to ensure that it does not change signiﬁcantly.
STRATEGIES FOR OPPORTUNITIES
Five alternative strategies may be considered for dealing with opportunities, as follows:
Escalate. This risk response strategy is appropriate when the project team or the project sponsor agrees that an
opportunity is outside the scope of the project or that the proposed response would exceed the project
manager’s authority. Escalated opportunities are managed at the program level, portfolio level, or other
relevant part of the organization, and not on the project level. The project manager determines who should be
notiﬁed about the opportunity and communicates the details to that person or part of the organization. It is
important that ownership of escalated opportunities is accepted by the relevant party in the organization.
Opportunities are usually escalated to the level that matches the objectives that would be affected if the
opportunity occurred. Escalated opportunities are not monitored further by the project team after escalation,
although they may be recorded in the risk register for information.
Exploit. The exploit strategy may be selected for high-priority opportunities where the organization wants to
ensure that the opportunity is realized. This strategy seeks to capture the beneﬁt associated with a particular
opportunity by ensuring that it deﬁnitely happens, increasing the probability of occurrence to 100%. Examples
of exploiting responses may include assigning an organization’s most talented resources to the project to
reduce the time to completion, or using new technologies or technology upgrades to reduce cost and duration.
Share. Sharing involves transferring ownership of an opportunity to a third party so that it shares some of the
beneﬁt if the opportunity occurs. It is important to select the new owner of a shared opportunity carefully so
they are best able to capture the opportunity for the beneﬁt of the project. Risk sharing often involves payment
of a risk premium to the party taking on the opportunity. Examples of sharing actions include forming risksharing partnerships, teams, special-purpose companies, or joint ventures.
Enhance. The enhance strategy is used to increase the probability and/or impact of an opportunity. Early
enhancement action is often more effective than trying to improve the beneﬁt after the opportunity has
occurred. The probability of occurrence of an opportunity may be increased by focusing attention on its causes.
Where it is not possible to increase probability, an enhancement response might increase the impact by
targeting factors that drive the size of the potential beneﬁt. Examples of enhancing opportunities include
adding more resources to an activity to ﬁnish early.
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Accept. Accepting an opportunity acknowledges its existence but no proactive action is taken. This strategy
may be appropriate for low-priority opportunities, and it may also be adopted where it is not possible or costeffective to address an opportunity in any other way. Acceptance can be either active or passive. The most
common active acceptance strategy is to establish a contingency reserve, including amounts of time, money, or
resources to take advantage of the opportunity if it occurs. Passive acceptance involves no proactive action
apart from periodic review of the opportunity to ensure that it does not change signiﬁcantly.
CONTINGENT RESPONSE STRATEGIES
Some responses are designed for use only if certain events occur. For some risks, it is appropriate for the
project team to make a response plan that will only be executed under certain predeﬁned conditions, if it is
believed that there will be sufﬁcient warning to implement the plan. Events that trigger the contingency
response, such as missing intermediate milestones or gaining higher priority with a seller, should be deﬁned
and tracked. Risk responses identiﬁed using this technique are often called contingency plans or fallback plans
and include identiﬁed triggering events that set the plans in effect.
STRATEGIES FOR OVERALL PROJECT RISK
Risk responses should be planned and implemented not only for individual project risks but also to address
overall project risk. The same risk response strategies that are used to deal with individual project risks can
also be applied to overall project risk:
Avoid. Where the level of overall project risk is signiﬁcantly negative and outside the agreed-upon risk
thresholds for the project, an avoid strategy may be adopted. This involves taking focused action to reduce the
negative effect of uncertainty on the project as a whole and bring the project back within the thresholds. An
example of avoidance at the overall project level would include removal of high-risk elements of scope from
the project. Where it is not possible to bring the project back within the thresholds, the project may be
canceled. This represents the most extreme degree of risk avoidance and it should be used only if the overall
level of threat is, and will remain, unacceptable.
Exploit. Where the level of overall project risk is signiﬁcantly positive and outside the agreed-upon risk
thresholds for the project, an exploit strategy may be adopted. This involves taking focused action to capture
the positive effect of uncertainty on the project as a whole. An example of exploiting at the overall project
level would include addition of high-beneﬁt elements of scope to the project to add value or beneﬁts to
stakeholders. Alternatively, the risk thresholds for the project may be modiﬁed with the agreement of key
stakeholders in order to embrace the opportunity.
Transfer/share. If the level of overall project risk is high but the organization is unable to address it
effectively, a third party may be involved to manage the risk on behalf of the organization. Where overall
project risk is negative, a transfer strategy is required, which may involve payment of a risk premium. In the
case of high positive overall project risk, ownership may be shared in order to reap the associated beneﬁts.
Examples of both transfer and share strategies for overall project risk include but are not limited to setting up a
collaborative business structure in which the buyer and the seller share the overall project risk, launching a
joint venture or special-purpose company, or subcontracting key elements of the project.
Mitigate/enhance. These strategies involve changing the level of overall project risk to optimize the chances
of achieving the project’s objectives. The mitigation strategy is used where overall project risk is negative, and
enhancement applies when it is positive. Examples of mitigation or enhancement strategies include replanning
the project, changing the scope and boundaries of the project, modifying project priority, changing resource
allocations, adjusting delivery times, etc.
Accept. Where no proactive risk response strategy is possible to address overall project risk, the organization
may choose to continue with the project as currently deﬁned, even if overall project risk is outside the agreed
upon thresholds. Acceptance can be either active or passive. The most common active acceptance strategy is to
establish an overall contingency reserve for the project, including amounts of time, money, or resources to be
used if the project exceeds its thresholds. Passive acceptance involves no proactive action apart from periodic
review of the level of overall project risk to ensure that it does not change signiﬁcantly.
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11.6 IMPLEMENT RISK RESPONSES
Implement Risk Responses is the process of implementing agreed-upon risk response plans. The key beneﬁt of
this process is that it ensures that agreed-upon risk responses are executed as planned in order to address
overall project risk exposure, minimize individual project threats, and maximize individual project
opportunities. This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs
of the process are depicted in Figure below.

Proper attention to the Implement Risk Responses process will ensure that agreed-upon risk responses are
actually executed. A common problem with Project Risk Management is that project teams spend effort in
identifying and analyzing risks and developing risk responses, then risk responses are agreed upon and
documented in the risk register and risk report, but no action is taken to manage the risk.
Only if risk owners give the required level of effort to implementing the agreed-upon responses will the overall
risk exposure of the project and individual threats and opportunities be managed proactively.
11.7 MONITOR RISKS
Monitor Risks is the process of monitoring the implementation of agreed-upon risk response plans, tracking
identiﬁed risks, identifying and analyzing new risks, and evaluating risk process effectiveness throughout the
project. The key beneﬁt of this process is that it enables project decisions to be based on current information
about overall project risk exposure and individual project risks. This process is performed throughout the
project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.

In order to ensure that the project team and key stakeholders are aware of the current level of risk exposure,
project work should be continuously monitored for new, changing, and outdated individual project risks and
for changes in the level of overall project risk by applying the Monitor Risks process. The Monitor Risks
process uses performance information generated during project execution to determine if:
o Implemented risk responses are effective,
o Level of overall project risk has changed,
o Status of identiﬁed individual project risks has changed,
o New individual project risks have arisen,
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Risk management approach is still appropriate,
Project assumptions are still valid,
Risk management policies and procedures are being followed,
Contingency reserves for cost or schedule require modiﬁcation, and
Project strategy is still valid.
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SECTION 12:
PROJECT PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
Project Procurement Management includes the processes necessary to purchase or acquire products, services,
or results needed from outside the project team. Project Procurement Management includes the management
and control processes required to develop and administer agreements such as contracts, purchase orders,
memoranda of agreements (MOAs), or internal service level agreements (SLAs). The personnel authorized to
procure the goods and/or services required for the project may be members of the project team, management,
or part of the organization’s purchasing department if applicable.
Project Procurement Management processes include the following:
12.1 Plan Procurement Management—The process of documenting project procurement decisions,
specifying the approach, and identifying potential sellers.
12.2 Conduct Procurements—The process of obtaining seller responses, selecting a seller, and awarding a
contract.
12.3 Control Procurements—The process of managing procurement relationships, monitoring contract
performance, making changes and corrections as appropriate, and closing out contracts.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
More than most other project management processes, there can be signiﬁcant legal obligations and penalties
tied to the procurement process. The project manager does not have to be a trained expert in procurement
management laws and regulations but should be familiar enough with the procurement process to make
intelligent decisions regarding contracts and contractual relationships. The project manager is typically not
authorized to sign legal agreements binding the organization; this is reserved for those who have the authority
to do so.
The Project Procurement Management processes involve agreements that describe the relationship between
two parties—a buyer and a seller. Agreements can be as simple as the purchase of a deﬁned quantity of labor
hours at a speciﬁed labor rate, or they can be as complex as multiyear international construction contracts. The
contracting approach and the contract itself should reﬂect the simplicity or complexity of the deliverables or
required effort and should be written in a manner that complies with local, national, and international laws
regarding contracts.
A contract should clearly state the deliverables and results expected, including any knowledge transfer from
the seller to the buyer. Anything not in the contract cannot be legally enforced. When working internationally,
project managers should keep in mind the effect that culture and local law have upon contracts and their
enforceability, no matter how clearly a contract is written.
A purchasing contract includes terms and conditions and may incorporate other buyer speciﬁcs as to what the
seller is to perform or provide. It is the project management team’s responsibility to make certain that all
procurements meet the speciﬁc needs of the project while working with the procurement ofﬁce to ensure
organizational procurement policies are followed. Depending on the application area, an agreement can be a
contract, an SLA, an understanding, an MOA, or a purchase order.
Most organizations document policies and procedures speciﬁcally deﬁning procurement rules and specifying
who has authority to sign and administer such agreements on behalf of the organization. Across the world,
organizations use different names for departments or divisions that deal with procurement, such as purchasing,
contracting, procurement, or acquisitions; however, the responsibilities are likely to be similar.
Although all project documents may be subject to some form of review and approval, the legally binding
nature of a contract means it will be subjected to a more extensive approval process, often involving the legal
department. In all cases, the primary focus of the review and approval process is to ensure that the contract
adequately describes the products, services, or results that the seller is agreeing to provide, while being in
compliance with the laws and regulations regarding procurements. These sections are often separate
appendices or annexes, allowing standardized legal contract language to be used.
A complex project may involve managing multiple contracts simultaneously or in sequence. In such cases,
each contract life cycle may begin and end during any phase of the project life cycle. The buyer-seller
relationship may exist at many levels on any one project, and between organizations internal to and external to
the acquiring organization.
Depending on the application area, the seller may be identiﬁed as a contractor, vendor, service provider, or
supplier. The buyer may be the owner of the ﬁnal product, a subcontractor, the acquiring organization, a
service requestor, or the purchaser. The seller can be viewed during the contract life cycle ﬁrst as a bidder, then
as the selected source, and then as the contracted supplier or vendor.
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The winning bidder may manage the work as a project. In such cases:
o The buyer becomes the customer to subcontractors, suppliers, and service providers and is
therefore a key project stakeholder from the seller’s perspective.
o The seller’s project management team may be concerned with all the processes involved in
performing the work or providing the services.
o Terms and conditions of the contract and the procurement statement of work (SOW) become
key inputs to many of the seller’s management processes. The contract can actually contain
the inputs (e.g., major deliverables, key milestones, cost objectives) or it can limit the project
team’s options (for example, buyer approval of stafﬁng decisions is often required on IT
integration projects). The procurement SOW may have other names, such as the technical
statement of work.
o The seller itself may become a buyer of lower-tiered products, services, and materials from
subcontractors and suppliers.
In this section, it is assumed that the buyer of an item for the project is assigned to the project team and/or is
part of the larger organization. The seller is assumed to be providing services and/or materials to the project
and is usually outside the performing organization. For some projects, the seller role may be ﬁlled by a group
or function that is part of the performing organization but external to the project. For larger, more complex
projects, the seller may become part of an integrated project team after the contract is awarded.
For smaller organizations or startup companies and those without a purchasing, contracting, or procurement
department, the project manager may assume the purchasing authority role to negotiate and sign contracts
directly (decentralized purchasing). For more mature organizations, the actual procurement and contracting
functions will be carried out by a separate department with the speciﬁc role to purchase, negotiate, and sign
contracts
(centralized purchasing).
In international contracting, the legal jurisdictions under which the contracts will be administered are clearly
spelled out in the contract. In most cases, the seller is an external contractor who is bound by a formal
contractual relationship.
TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
There are a number of major trends in software tools, risk, processes, logistics, and technology with different
industries that can affect the success rate of projects. Trends and emerging practices for Project Procurement
Management include but are not limited to:
Advances in tools. There has been signiﬁcant improvement in the development of tools to manage the
procurement and implementation phases of a project. Online tools for procurement now give the buyers a
single point where procurements can be advertised and provide sellers with a single source to ﬁnd procurement
documents and complete them directly online. In the construction/engineering/infrastructure ﬁeld, the
increasing use of the building information model (BIM) in software tools has been shown to save signiﬁcant
amounts of time and money on projects using it. This approach can substantially reduce construction claims,
thereby reducing both costs and schedule. Major companies and governments worldwide are beginning to
mandate the use of BIM on large projects.
More advanced risk management. An increasing trend in risk management is to write contracts that
accurately allocate speciﬁc risks to those entities most capable of managing them. No contractor is capable of
managing all the possible major risks on a project. The buyer will be required to accept the risks that the
contractors do not have control over, such as changing corporate policies in the buying organization, changing
regulatory requirements, and other risks from outside the project. Contracts may specify that risk management
be performed as part of the contract.
Changing contracting processes. There has been a signiﬁcant growth in megaprojects in the past several
years, particularly in the areas of infrastructure development and engineering projects. Multibillion-dollar
projects are now common. A large proportion of these involve international contracts with multiple contractors
from many countries and are inherently riskier than projects using only local contractors. Increasingly, the
contractor works closely with the client in the procurement process to take advantage of discounts through
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quantity purchases or other special considerations. For these projects, the use of internationally recognized
standard contract forms is increasing in order to reduce problems and claims during execution.
Logistics and supply chain management. Because so many large engineering, construction infrastructure
projects are done through multiple international contractors, the management of the ﬂow of materials becomes
critical to successful completion. For long-lead items, both the manufacture of the items and their
transportation to the project site become schedule-drivers. In the IT ﬁeld, a long-lead item may require
ordering 2 to 3 months in advance. In complex construction projects, long-lead items may require ordering 1 to
2 years in advance or longer. For these projects, long-lead items may be procured in advance of other
procurement contracts to meet the planned project completion date. It is possible to begin contracting for these
long-lead materials, supplies, or equipment before the ﬁnal design of the end product itself is completed based
on the known requirements identiﬁed in the top-level design. The management of the supply chain is an area of
increasing emphasis by the contractor’s project team. Not only are primary sources of supplies identiﬁed early
in the project, but secondary, back-up sources are also generally identiﬁed. Many countries around the world
require international contractors to purchase certain minimum percentages of material and supplies from local
vendors.
Technology and stakeholder relations. Publicly funded projects are under increasing scrutiny. A trend in
infrastructure and commercial construction projects is the use of technology including web cameras (webcams)
to improve stakeholder communications and relations. During construction, one or more webcams are installed
on the site, with periodic updates to a publicly available website. The progress on the project can be viewed on
the Internet by all stakeholders. Video data can also be stored, allowing analysis if a claim arises. Some
projects have discovered that the use of webcams minimizes disputes relating to the construction work on site,
as the webcam has recorded the events, so there should be no disagreement about the facts of the matter.
Trial engagements. Not every seller is well suited for an organization’s environment. Therefore, some
projects will engage several candidate sellers for initial deliverables and work products on a paid basis before
making the full commitment to a larger portion of the project scope. This accelerates momentum by allowing
the buyer to evaluate potential partners, while simultaneously making progress on project work.
TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Because each project is unique, the project manager may need to tailor the way that Project Procurement
Management processes are applied. Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
 Complexity of procurement. Is there one main procurement or are there multiple procurements at
different times with different sellers that add to the complexity of the procurements?
 Physical location. Are the buyers and sellers in the same location, or reasonably close, or in different
time zones, countries, or continents?
 Governance and regulatory environment. Are local laws and regulations regarding procurement
activities integrated with the organization’s procurement policies? How does this affect contract
auditing requirements?
 Availability of contractors. Are there available contractors who are capable of performing the work?
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
In agile environments, speciﬁc sellers may be used to extend the team. This collaborative working relationship
can lead to a shared risk procurement model where both the buyer and the seller share in the risk and rewards
associated with a project.
Larger projects may use an adaptive approach for some deliverables and a more stable approach for other
parts. In these cases, a governing agreement such as a master services agreement (MSA) may be used for the
overall engagement, with the adaptive work being placed in an appendix or supplement. This allows changes
to occur on the adaptive scope without impacting the overall contract.
12.1 PLAN PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
Plan Procurement Management is the process of documenting project procurement decisions, specifying the
approach and identifying potential sellers. The key beneﬁt of this process is that it determines whether to
acquire goods and services from outside the project and, if so, what to acquire as well as how and when to
acquire it. Goods and services may be procured from other parts of the performing organization or from
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external sources. This process is performed once or at predeﬁned points in the project. The inputs, tools and
techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in Figure below.

Deﬁning roles and responsibilities related to procurement should be done early in the Plan Procurement
Management process. The project manager should ensure that the project team is staffed with procurement
expertise at the level required for the project. Participants in the procurement process may include personnel
from the purchasing or procurement department as well as personnel from the buying organization’s legal
department. These responsibilities should be documented in the procurement management plan.
Typical steps might be:
 Prepare the procurement statement of work (SOW) or terms of reference (TOR).
 Prepare a high-level cost estimate to determine the budget.
 Advertise the opportunity.
 Identify a short list of qualiﬁed sellers.
 Prepare and issue bid documents.
 Prepare and submit proposals by the seller.
 Conduct a technical evaluation of the proposals including quality.
 Perform a cost evaluation of the proposals.
 Prepare the ﬁnal combined quality and cost evaluation to select the winning proposal.
 Finalize negotiations and sign contract between the buyer and the seller.
The requirements of the project schedule can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the strategy during the Plan Procurement
Management process. Decisions made in developing the procurement management plan can also inﬂuence the
project schedule and are integrated with the Develop Schedule process, the Estimate Activity Resources
process, and make-or-buy decisions.
Contract types. All legal contractual relationships generally fall into one of two broad families: either ﬁxedprice or cost-reimbursable. Also, there is a third hybrid type commonly used called the time and materials
contract. The more popular contract types in use are discussed below as discrete types, but, in practice, it is not
unusual to combine one or more types into a single procurement.


Fixed-price contracts. This category of contracts involves setting a ﬁxed total price for a deﬁned
product, service, or result to be provided. These contracts should be used when the requirements are
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well deﬁned and no signiﬁcant changes to the scope are expected. Types of ﬁxed-price contract
include:
o Firm ﬁxed price (FFP). The most commonly used contract type is the FFP. It is favored by
most buying organizations because the price for goods is set at the outset and not subject to
change unless the scope of work changes.
o Fixed price incentive fee (FPIF). This ﬁxed-price arrangement gives the buyer and seller
some ﬂexibility in that it allows for deviation from performance, with ﬁnancial incentives tied
to achieving agreed-upon metrics. Typically, such ﬁnancial incentives are related to cost,
schedule, or technical performance of the seller. Under FPIF contracts, a price ceiling is set,
and all costs above the price ceiling are the responsibility of the seller.
o Fixed price with economic price adjustments (FPEPA). This type is used whenever the
seller’s performance period spans a considerable period of years, or if the payments are made
in a different currency. It is a ﬁxed-price contract, but with a special provision allowing for
predeﬁned ﬁnal adjustments to the contract price due to changed conditions, such as inﬂation
changes or cost increases (or decreases) for speciﬁc commodities.
Cost-reimbursable contracts. This category of contract involves payments (cost reimbursements) to the seller
for all legitimate actual costs incurred for completed work, plus a fee representing seller proﬁt. This type
should be used if the scope of work is expected to change signiﬁcantly during the execution of the contract.
Variations can include:


Cost plus ﬁxed fee (CPFF). The seller is reimbursed for all allowable costs for performing the
contract work and receives a ﬁxed-fee payment calculated as a percentage of the initial estimated
project costs. Fee amounts do not change unless the project scope changes.
 Cost plus incentive fee (CPIF). The seller is reimbursed for all allowable costs for performing the
contract work and receives a predetermined incentive fee based on achieving certain performance
objectives as set forth in the contract. In CPIF contracts, if the ﬁnal costs are less or greater than the
original estimated costs, then both the buyer and seller share costs from the departures based upon a
pre-negotiated cost-sharing formula, for example, an 80/20 split over/under target costs based on the
actual performance of the seller.
 Cost plus award fee (CPAF). The seller is reimbursed for all legitimate costs, but the majority of the
fee is earned based on the satisfaction of certain broad subjective performance criteria that are deﬁned
and incorporated into the contract. The determination of fee is based solely on the subjective
determination of seller performance by the buyer and is generally not subject to appeals.
Time and material contracts (T&M). Time and material contracts (also called time and means) are a hybrid
type of contractual arrangement with aspects of both cost-reimbursable and ﬁxed-price contracts. They are
often used for staff augmentation, acquisition of experts, and any outside support when a precise statement of
work cannot be quickly prescribed.
PROCUREMENT STRATEGY
Once the make-or-buy analysis is complete and the decision is made to acquire from outside the project, a
procurement strategy should be identiﬁed. The objective of the procurement strategy is to determine the project
delivery method, the type of legally binding agreement(s), and how the procurement will advance through the
procurement phases.
Delivery methods. Delivery methods are different for professional services versus construction projects.
 For professional services, delivery methods include: buyer/services provider with no subcontracting,
buyer/ services provider with subcontracting allowed, joint venture between buyer and services
provider, and buyer/ services provider acts as the representative.
 For industrial or commercial construction, project delivery methods include but are not limited to:
turnkey, design build (DB), design bid build (DBB), design build operate (DBO), build own operate
transfer (BOOT), and others.
Contract payment types. Contract payment types are separate from the project delivery methods and are
coordinated with the buying organization’s internal ﬁnancial systems. They include but are not limited to these
contract types plus variations: lump sum, ﬁrm ﬁxed price, cost plus award fees, cost plus incentive fees, time
and materials, target cost, and others.
 Fixed-price contracts are suitable when the type of work is predictable and the requirements are well
deﬁned and not likely to change.
 Cost plus contracts are suitable when the work is evolving, likely to change, or not well deﬁned.
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Incentives and awards may be used to align the objectives of buyer and seller.

Procurement phases. The procurement strategy can also include information on procurement phases.
Information may include:
 Sequencing or phasing of the procurement, a description of each phase and the speciﬁc objectives of
each phase;
 Procurement performance indicators and milestones to be used in monitoring;
 Criteria for moving from phase to phase;
 Monitoring and evaluation plan for tracking progress; and
 Process for knowledge transfer for use in subsequent phases.
BID DOCUMENTS
Bid documents are used to solicit proposals from prospective sellers. Terms such as bid, tender, or quotation
are generally used when the seller selection decision is based on price (as when buying commercial or standard
items), while a term such as proposal is generally used when other considerations such as technical capability
or technical approach are the most important. Speciﬁc procurement terminology used may vary by industry
and location of the procurement.
Depending on the goods or services needed, the bidding documents can include a request for information,
request for quotation, request for proposal, or other appropriate procurement documents. The conditions
involving their use are presented below:
Request for information (RFI). An RFI is used when more information on the goods and services to be
acquired is needed from the sellers. It will typically be followed by an RFQ or RFP.
Request for quotation (RFQ). An RFQ is commonly used when more information is needed on how vendors
would satisfy the requirements and/or how much it will cost.
Request for proposal (RFP). An RFP is used when there is a problem in the project and the solution is not
easy to determine. This is the most formal of the ―request for‖ documents and has strict procurement rules for
content, timeline, and seller responses.
The buyer structures procurement documents to facilitate an accurate and complete response from each
prospective seller and to facilitate easy evaluation of the responses. These documents include a description of
the desired form of the response, the relevant procurement SOW, and any required contractual provisions.
The complexity and level of detail of the procurement documents should be consistent with the value of, and
risks associated with, the planned procurement. Procurement documents are required to be sufﬁciently detailed
to ensure consistent, appropriate responses, but ﬂexible enough to allow consideration of any seller suggestions
for better ways to satisfy the same requirements.
The phrase terms of reference (TOR) is sometimes used when contracting for services. Similar to the
procurement SOW, a TOR typically includes these elements:
 Tasks the contractor is required to perform as well as speciﬁed coordination requirements;
 Standards the contractor will fulﬁll that are applicable to the project;
 Data that needs to be submitted for approval;
 Detailed list of all data and services that will be provided to the contractor by the buyer for use in
performing the contract, if applicable; and
 Deﬁnition of the schedule for initial submission and the review/approval time required.
SOURCE SELECTION CRITERIA
In choosing evaluation criteria, the buyer seeks to ensure that the proposal selected will offer the best quality
for the services required. The source selection criteria may include but are not limited to:
 Capability and capacity;
 Product cost and life cycle cost;
 Delivery dates;
 Technical expertise and approach;
 Speciﬁc relevant experience;
 Adequacy of the proposed approach and work plan in responding to the SOW;
 Key staff’s qualiﬁcations, availability, and competence;
 Financial stability of the ﬁrm;
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Management experience; and
Suitability of the knowledge transfer program, including training.

12.2 CONDUCT PROCUREMENTS
Conduct Procurements is the process of obtaining seller responses, selecting a seller, and awarding a contract.
The key beneﬁt of this process is that it selects a qualiﬁed seller and implements the legal agreement for
delivery. The end results of the process are the established agreements including formal contracts. This process
is performed periodically throughout the project as needed. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the
Conduct Procurements process are depicted in Figure below.

12.3 CONTROL PROCUREMENTS
Control Procurements is the process of managing procurement relationships; monitoring contract performance,
and making changes and corrections as appropriate; and closing out contracts. The key beneﬁt of this process
is that it ensures that both the seller’s and buyer’s performance meet the project’s requirements according to
the terms of the legal agreement. This process is performed throughout the project as needed. The inputs, tools
and techniques, and outputs of this process are depicted in Figure below.
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Both the buyer and the seller administer the procurement contract for similar purposes. Each is required to
ensure that both parties meet their contractual obligations and that their own legal rights are protected. The
legal nature of the relationship makes it imperative that the project management team is aware of the
implications of actions taken when controlling any procurement. On larger projects with multiple providers, a
key aspect of contract administration is managing communication among the various providers.
Because of the legal aspect, many organizations treat contract administration as an organizational function that
is separate from the project. While a procurement administrator may be on the project team, this individual
typically reports to a supervisor from a different department.
Control Procurements includes application of the appropriate project management processes to the contractual
relationship(s) and integration of the outputs from these processes into the overall management of the project.
This integration often occurs at multiple levels when there are multiple sellers and multiple products, services,
or results involved.
Administrative activities may include:
 Collection of data and managing project records, including maintenance of detailed records of
physical and ﬁnancial performance and establishment of measurable procurement performance
indicators;
 Reﬁnement of procurement plans and schedules;
 Set up for gathering, analyzing, and reporting procurement-related project data and preparation of
periodic reports to the organization;
 Monitoring the procurement environment so that implementation can be facilitated or adjustments
made; and
 Payment of invoices.
The quality of the controls, including the independence and credibility of procurement audits, is critical to the
reliability of the procurement system. The organization’s code of ethics, its legal counsel, and external legal
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advisory arrangements including any ongoing anti-corruption initiatives can contribute to proper procurement
controls.
Control Procurements has a ﬁnancial management component that involves monitoring payments to the seller.
This ensures that payment terms deﬁned within the contract are met and that compensation is linked to the
seller’s progress as deﬁned in the contract. A principal concern when making payments is to ensure there is a
close relationship of payments made to the work accomplished. A contract that requires payments linked to
project output and deliverables rather than inputs such as labor hours has better controls.
Agreements can be amended at any time prior to contract closure by mutual consent, in accordance with the
change control terms of the agreement. Such amendments are typically captured in writing.
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SECTION 13:
PROJECT STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT
Project Stakeholder Management includes the processes required to identify the people, groups, or
organizations that could impact or be impacted by the project, to analyze stakeholder expectations and their
impact on the project, and to develop appropriate management strategies for effectively engaging stakeholders
in project decisions and execution. The processes support the work of the project team to analyze stakeholder
expectations, assess the degree to which they impact or are impacted by the project, and develop strategies to
effectively engage stakeholders in support of project decisions and the planning and execution of the work of
the project.
The Project Stakeholder Management processes are:
13.1 Identify Stakeholders—The process of identifying project stakeholders regularly and analyzing and
documenting relevant information regarding their interests, involvement, interdependencies, inﬂuence, and
potential impact on project success.
13.2 Plan Stakeholder Engagement—The process of developing approaches to involve project stakeholders
based on their needs, expectation, interests, and potential impact on the project.
13.3 Manage Stakeholder Engagement—The process of communicating and working with stakeholders to
meet their needs and expectations, address issues, and foster appropriate stakeholder engagement involvement.
13.4 Monitor Stakeholder Engagement—The process of monitoring project stakeholder relationships and
tailoring strategies for engaging stakeholders through the modiﬁcation of engagement strategies and plans.
KEY CONCEPTS FOR PROJECT STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT
Every project has stakeholders who are impacted by or can impact the project in a positive or negative way.
Some stakeholders may have a limited ability to inﬂuence the project’s work or outcomes; others may have
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the project and its expected outcomes. Academic research and analyses of high-proﬁle
project disasters highlight the importance of a structured approach to the identiﬁcation, prioritization, and
engagement of all stakeholders. The ability of the project manager and team to correctly identify and engage
all stakeholders in an appropriate way can mean the difference between project success and failure. To increase
the chances of success, the process of stakeholder identiﬁcation and engagement should commence as soon as
possible after the project charter has been approved, the project manager has been assigned and the team
begins to form.
Stakeholder satisfaction should be identiﬁed and managed as a project objective. The key to effective
stakeholder engagement is a focus on continuous communication with all stakeholders, including team
members, to understand their needs and expectations, address issues as they occur, manage conﬂicting
interests, and foster appropriate stakeholder engagement in project decisions and activities.
The process of identifying and engaging stakeholders for the beneﬁt of the project is iterative. Although the
processes in Project Stakeholder Management are described only once, the activities of identiﬁcation,
prioritization, and engagement should be reviewed and updated routinely, and at least at the following times
when:
 The project moves through different phases in its life cycle,
 Current stakeholders are no longer involved in the work of the project or new stakeholders become
members of the project’s stakeholder community, or
 There are signiﬁcant changes in the organization or the wider stakeholder community.
TRENDS AND EMERGING PRACTICES IN PROJECT STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Broader deﬁnitions of stakeholders are being developed that expand the traditional categories of employees,
suppliers, and shareholders to include groups such as regulators, lobby groups, environmentalists, ﬁnancial
organizations, the media, and those who simply believe they are stakeholders—they perceive that they will be
affected by the work or outcomes of the project.
Trends and emerging practices for Project Stakeholder Management include but are not limited to:
 Identifying all stakeholders, not just a limited set;
 Ensuring that all team members are involved in stakeholder engagement activities;
 Reviewing the stakeholder community regularly, often in parallel with reviews of individual project
risks;
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Consulting with stakeholders who are most affected by the work or outcomes of the project through
the concept of co-creation. Co-creation places greater emphasis on including affected stakeholders in
the team as partners; and
Capturing the value of effective stakeholder engagement, both positive and negative. Positive value
can be based on the consideration of beneﬁts derived from higher levels of active support from
stakeholders, particularly powerful stakeholders. Negative value can be derived by measuring the true
costs of not engaging stakeholders effectively, leading to product recalls or loss of organizational or
project reputation.

TAILORING CONSIDERATIONS
Because each project is unique, the project manager may need to tailor the way Project Stakeholder
Management processes are applied. Considerations for tailoring include but are not limited to:
Stakeholder diversity. How many stakeholders are there? How diverse is the culture within the
stakeholder community?
Complexity of stakeholder relationships. How complex are the relationships within the stakeholder
community? The more networks a stakeholder or stakeholder group participates in, the more complex the
networks of information and misinformation the stakeholder may receive.
Communication technology. What communication technology is available? What support mechanisms are in
place to ensure that best value is achieved from the technology?
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGILE/ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
Projects experiencing a high degree of change require active engagement and participation with project
stakeholders. To facilitate timely, productive discussion and decision making, adaptive teams engage with
stakeholders directly rather than going through layers of management. Often the client, user, and developer
exchange information in a dynamic co-creative process that leads to more stakeholder involvement and higher
satisfaction. Regular interactions with the stakeholder community throughout the project mitigate risk, build
trust, and support adjustments earlier in the project cycle, thus reducing costs and increasing the likelihood of
success for the project.
In order to accelerate the sharing of information within and across the organization, agile methods promote
aggressive transparency. The intent of inviting any stakeholders to project meetings and reviews or posting
project artifacts in public spaces is to surface as quickly as possible any misalignment, dependency, or other
issue related to the changing project.
13.1 IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDERS
Identify Stakeholders is the process of identifying project stakeholders regularly and analyzing and
documenting relevant information regarding their interests, involvement, interdependencies, inﬂuence, and
potential impact on project success. The key beneﬁt of this process is that it enables the project team to identify
the appropriate focus for engagement of each stakeholder or group of stakeholders. This process is performed
periodically throughout the project as needed. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are
depicted in Figure below.
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13.2 PLAN STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Plan Stakeholder Engagement is the process of developing approaches to involve project stakeholders based on
their needs, expectations, interests, and potential impact on the project. The key beneﬁt is that it provides an
actionable plan to interact effectively with stakeholders. This process is performed periodically throughout the
project as needed.
The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.

13.3 MANAGE STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Manage Stakeholder Engagement is the process of communicating and working with stakeholders to meet their
needs and expectations, address issues, and foster appropriate stakeholder involvement. The key beneﬁt of this
process is that it allows the project manager to increase support and minimize resistance from stakeholders.
This process is performed throughout the project. The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process
are depicted in Figure below.
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13.4 MONITOR STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Monitor Stakeholder Engagement is the process of monitoring project stakeholder relationships and tailoring
strategies for engaging stakeholders through modiﬁcation of engagement strategies and plans. The key beneﬁt
of this process is that it maintains or increases the efﬁciency and effectiveness of stakeholder engagement
activities as the project evolves and its environment changes. This process is performed throughout the project.
The inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs of the process are depicted in Figure below.
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